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Foreword__________________________________________ 
 
This thesis concludes a one and a half year Master program of Environmental Engineering & 
Sustainable Infrastructure at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden. It was 
officially started in September, 2005, and has been supervised by Geodesy and Geo-
informatics Department, KTH and Stockholm Water Company in Sweden. It has been 
supported by SINTEF and Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Universitet (NTNU) in 
Norway.  
 
This report records a whole experience on intergraded application of GIS technology and 
Computer Aided Rehabilitation of Water Networks (CARE-W) System for water distribution 
network management and rehabilitation.  
 
It was an exciting experience because it gave me an opportunity to be familiar with GIS 
project. The experience covers data preparation, building up project concept and structure 
and each aim achieved step by step. Meanwhile it guided me to approach water distribution 
network rehabilitation and management planning from a different perspective. Moreover, the 
experiment explained some primary thoughts on how to generate data, how to approach the 
questions that related with the targets, and how to use the results from water technician’s 
point of view. Furthermore, it has been great to meet many professionals during this period.  
 
Now the project is finished and I am starting to write down the whole experience as a 
conclusion for this half year project, in order to present this work to those people, who are 
interested in this topic. Because of the time limitation and experience shortage, there must 
be unclear questions that need to be discussing further. So it would be wonderful to hear all 
suggestions and advices. The author’s contact email address is: taozkth@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tao Zhang 
Stockholm,  

March 23rd. 2006
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Abstract___________________________________________ 
 
Urban infrastructure management is becoming more and more important for cities around the 
world. This paper presents a management and rehabilitation strategy for water distribution 
networks, which is to ensure that they are economically under a healthy condition over an 
extended period of time. The idea is to pay more attention on pro- active approaches that 
use predictive analysis to achieve long- term economic efficiency.  
 
One target in this project is to integrate Geographic Information System technology and 
Computer Aided Rehabilitation of Water Networks (CARE-W), a new developed toolkit in 
Europe. This thesis also aims to study and evaluate water distribution condition by using data 
from Stockholm Water Company in Sweden. Moreover the reliability of CARE-W toolkit is 
tested. It concluded the experience including theory review, data preparation, and integrate 
process and achievement presentation.  
 
The test area is called Skärholmen pressure zone, consisting 4060 water mains and about 
1580 failures, which were recorded from year 1988 to 2005. In the experiment, data 
preparation and analysis processes occupied above 80% of the project time. Three CARE-W 
tools have been tested. They are Performance Indicator tool, Reliability Model and Failure 
Model. The Performance Indicator Tool and Reliability Model were run successfully, but the 
Failure Model failed in this project. However another approach from only GIS analysis has 
been carried to achieve failure forecasting. 
 
In the final part, why some portions are in poorer positions compared to others are discussed 
based on reality and results from the experience. Results are presented in graphs, GIS maps 
and tables. These are mainly for decision makers to know the current situation of their asset 
and where they should put more energy on and how to make long term planning.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction_______________________________ 
 

1.1 Why practice this thesis 
 
Water distribution network lies underground as one of the networks, which serves people’s 
daily consumption of water, electricity, heat, gas and so on. They are necessary and 
important but seldom noticed by public, except when they are under construction or 
maintenance. Then people become awareness with inconveniences caused by the 
reparations. Figure 1-1 shows a terrible example caused by water burst.  
 

 
Figure 1-1: An example of Water Bursts Problem 

 
There are poor quality water distribution networks all over the world and the situation is 
becoming worse and worse due to inefficient design, poor construction work, improper or 
unqualified material, improper bedding, aged pipelines, poor network management and 
maintenance, surrounding environment and breaks from unexpected elements, for example 
damages from nearby underground constructions.  
 
Recently the news announced that filthy water leaked out of a pipe and poured into a section 
of the subway line that is under construction in Beijing, P. R. China. This water burst caused 
the nearby road sinked into a huge hole, 20 meters long, 10 meters wide and 10 meters 
deep, in a busy section of one of the ring roads encircling the city. Moreover, in most 
Western European countries, the water infrastructures are up to, and in most cases over, 
100 years old. Due to deterioration, infrastructure of this age are likely to suffer from 
problems such as internal tuberculation and corrosion, cracking and leakage, which can 
result in sever operational problems like hydraulic insufficiencies (low pressure), structural 
failures (frequent busts) and deteriorating water quality (dirty water). (CARE-W, 2003) A 
burst on a pipeline will not only cause public property loss (like showing in Figure 1-1). It also 
will affect water quality inside nearby water distribution network. Water distribution system is 
one of eight elements that should be evaluated in a sanitary survey required by 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). And a recent survey conducted by United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (U. S. EPA) found that $138 billion will be needed to 
maintain and replace existing drinking water systems over the next 20 years. (Selvakumar, 
2002) 
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These situations call for action. Principally rehabilitation and relining are reactive methods 
that are performed after a failure. However, there is a saying that “prevention is better than 
cure”. So ideally, it is better to build up strategies to find problems before they happen. But 
conversely, problems in water distribution networks are commonly very difficult to define, till 
now management planning methods for water network rehabilitation in most countries still 
poorly developed compared with financial and technological investment. Recent 
developments in science and technology, such as GIS technology and hydraulic modelling 
can be used to create a system for water network rehabilitation planning.  
 
CARE-W has been developed with support from EU Commission in order to provide decision 
support for improvement of water networks. It is designed to help cities understand the right 
level of rehabilitation, to analyse the system status and to select and rank the rehabilitation 
projects. It also includes a tool for long term planning based on current pipeline information, 
statistic results from several CARE-W models and additional information, which is provided 
by users.  
 

1.2 What is The Purpose of This Thesis? 
 
The aim of this thesis is to create links between Geographic Information System (GIS) and 
Computer Aided Rehabilitation of Water Networks (CARE-W) system and achieve useful 
information about water distribution networks in order to give suggestions to decision makers 
on when and how to rehabilitate their networks. As a final step, results will be presented in 
GIS platform. Moreover this investigation will also comprise to test the reliability and stability 
of CARE-W toolkit.  
 
The particular purposes are: 
 Study available data in Stockholm Water Company’s Geodatabase 
 Generate Input data for CARE-W PI tool by GIS analysis 
 Run PI tool and present results 
 Create Input data for CARE-W Failure Forecast Model and Reliability Model by GIS 

analysis 
 Run Failure Forecast Model and Reliability Model and present results 

 

1.3 How is this report organized? 
 
The rest of this report gives a 
background to the relevant fields, 
describes performed experiments in 
this project, analyzes results and draws 
conclusions. Figure 1-2 shows the 
structure of the report and the 
objectives in each chapter are 
presented below.  
 
Chapter 2 contains a background to 
water distribution systems and some 
definitions which are used in following 
chapters. Moreover it also gives 
background to rehabilitation methods, 
leakage problems and so on. The 
chapter also describes International 

Chapter 2 
Water 
distribution 
system 
background 

Chapter 3 
 
Tools 
Overview 

Chapter 4
 
Data 
Preparation 

Chapter 5: PI Tool, PHM Model and RelNet Model

Chapter 6: Results presentation and analysis 

Chapter 7: Conclusions and recommendation for 
future work 

Figure 1-2: Report Structure 
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Water Association’s Performance Indicators system.  
 
Chapter 3 gives an overview to all tools in this project, GIS, CARE-W, MikeNet and EPANET. 
Their theories, roles and accessibilities in this project are presented as additional information.  
 
Chapter 4 introduces the test area. Data describing land use, population, and statistics about 
the water distribution network are presented.  
 
Chapter 5 describes how geodata are analyzed by GIS function. Then used for both GIS and 
CARE-W. In this chapter large amounts of data are given. The chapter includes:  

 Experiment with Performance Indicator Tool 
 Experiment with Reliability Model 
 Experiment with Failure Model 

 
Chapter 6 presents results generated from experiments in Chapter 5.  
 
Chapter 7 contains conclusions and recommendations for future work.  
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Chapter 2 Water Distribution Networks__________________ 

2.1 Background Description 

Water distribution system as one of those underground infrastructure systems is coexisting 
with human societies for around two millennia years, since the Minoans constructed the first 
piped water conveyance system. Today water distribution system is capable of serving 
communities and industry water consumption reliably, efficiently and safely.  

A water supply network is a system of engineered hydrologic and hydraulic components. 
(Wikipedia, 2005) They include water resources, pumps, treatment plants, tanks, water 
towers, pipes, fittings, fire hydrants, valves, and other equipments for management and 
maintenance. Figure 2-1 shows a simple water supply network, which contains one water 
reservoir (R-220), one pump station (PMP- 345), one tank (T-215), and a distribution network, 
which includes Pipes and Junctions. Other components, like fittings, valves, hydrants, are not 
presented in this figure. 

 
Figure 2-1: A Water Supply Network (Source: Methods, 2003) 

 
Undoubtedly components are different in every distribution system; meanwhile size and 
complexity of water distribution systems vary dramatically. However all water distribution 
networks have a same basic purpose- to deliver water from sources to customers. 
  
Water resources, commonly are defined as a watershed or geographic area that collects 
water; and a raw (untreated) water reservoir (above or below ground) where the water 
gathers, such as a lake, a river, or an underground aquifer.  Water from sources is 
transported by pipelines, such as underground piping, uncovered ground level aqueducts, or 
tunnels to a point of treatment. Sometimes more appliances may be used when considering 
local topography and distance from source to treatment. A treatment plant ensures that water 
quality reaches a certain standard. The size, treatment level and equipments in a treatment 
plant vary depending on water quality in reservoir, city size and other environmental issues. 
Then treated water enters the distribution network and is delivered to end- users (houses, 
office, industrial users, fire hydrant, etc) or water storage. Water storage is used to prevent 
slight network pressure fluctuation and to provide small quantities of water when necessary. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrologic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic
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Location of pump stations vary from system to system due to differences in geographic 
conditions, elevation, transmission distance and minor losses and friction losses within the 
whole system, etc.  
 
Water distribution networks contain three kinds of pipes: transmission mains, distribution 
mains and service pipes. Transmission mains are designed to convey large amounts of 
water over great distances. Individual customers are usually not serviced from them. 
Distribution mains are an intermediate step toward delivering water to the end users. The 
diameters of distribution mains are usually smaller than transmission mains and they contain 
many fittings, like fire hydrants, valves and other operational and maintenance 
appurtenances. Service pipes own the duty to transport water from distribution mains to end 
users. In this project, transmission and distribution mains are the objectives. Two types of 
water distribution modes are used: looped system and branched system. Figure 2-1 is 
looped system, which is more reliable and has greater system capacity than branched 
system. Most cities use a combined mode. In urban areas, where population density is high 
or important buildings are concentrated, looped system is more popular.  
 
Junctions are black dots in Figure 2-1. They either show locations where two or more pipes 
meet, or show locations to withdraw water demanded from a system in a system or have 
both functions at the same time. If we model the junction node as a feature in a GIS, it will 
have location, demand and pressure as its attributes.  
 
Pipes are presented with P-*, in Figure 2-1. A pipe conveys water flow as it moves from one 
junction to another in a network. (Methods, 2003) A model pipe normally includes associated 
fittings. It should have the same physical characteristics through out its length, such as pipe 
material. Pipe length is a distance between junctions. A pipe has material, length, location, 
inner protection and outside protection, allowed distance and so on as its basic attributes. It 
defined the losses along a single pipe can be calculated and stored as an attribute.  
 
Valves are elements that can be opened and closed to different extents to vary their 
resistance to flow, thereby controlling the movement of water through pipelines. (Methods, 
2003) They vary by function, size, location and operational flexibility. They are classified into 
five general groups: isolation valves, directional valves, altitude valves, air release and 
vacuum breaking valves and control valves. Isolation valves are most common in a water 
distribution network.  
 
Water pressure and demands are important knowledge for a water distribution network, 
because the most importance for a water network is to provide end-users water demand with 
enough water pressure and needed quantity. Water consumption is not a quiescent and 
absolute value, because city grows everyday, population changes every hour and the 
frequency that people use water differs every minute. Water pressure is another changing 
feature in a network, which includes attributes like ground elevation, friction losses, minor 
losses, necessary pressure for the farthest end-users or highest ones and a small portion of 
extra pressure demand. Pumps are used to increase network pressure when necessary.  
 
Material is a basic feature. Technology developing leads to many new materials entering 
pipe material market for satisfying different needs, for example, various economic need, 
pressure, water quality and convenience for construction works. Nowadays pipes are 
typically constructed of plastic, ferrous, or concrete circular material.  

2.2 Network Failures 
 
A bad water distribution system causes many problems. Like all engineered systems, the 
wear and tear on a water distribution system may lead to the eventual need to rehabilitate 
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portions of the system such as pipes, pumps, valves and reservoirs. Failures in any of the 
components, which have been mentioned in Chapter 2.1, can lead to the collapse of the 
whole system.  Practically and historically, pipeline damage has the greatest impact on 
system operation. Transmission and distribution pipelines are particularly vulnerable if they 
are constructed of brittle materials. (Gould, 2005) Furthermore, the occurrences of pipe 
failures in water networks cause major technical, economic and socio-economic impacts. So 
studies on pipeline failures are the targets in this study. 
 
One acceptable definition of failure is that a component can no longer perform its intended 
function. (Ferry, 2002) Many reasons lead to pipe failures, for example, design deficiencies, 
construction problems, main’s age and installation period, diameter, corrosion, material, 
length, and other surrounding conditions and water quality, system pressure in a distribution 
network. Except for physical failures, factitious failures exist in a water distribution network, 
which are caused by operational or management mistakes.  
 
Water Leakage 
 
As described in Chapter 2.1, the total amount of water demand largely depends on: customer 
demand, unaccounted water demand and fire flow demand. Water leakage exists as a major 
portion in unaccounted water demand. Leakage water is useless for people and it is a major 
reason causing waste losses. According to an inquiry made in 1991 by the International 
Water Supply Association (IWSA), the amount of lost or "unaccounted for" water is typically 
in the range of 20 to 30% of production. (IRC, 2003) A research on leakage losses carried by 
European Environment Agency shows a rank among 15 countries in European country 
according to the percentage of water losses to the total amount of water supply. (See Figure 
2-2) 

 

 
 

Figure 2-2: Leakage percentage in cities (Source: Lallana, 2003) 
 

The larger losses are usually from bursted pipes, or from the sudden rupture of a joint, 
whereas smaller losses are from leaking or “weeping” joints, fittings, service pipes, and 
connections. (Jose A. Hueb, 2001) Practically, major reasons causing bursts in a network are 
un- predicted pressure fluctuations, fittings, pipes and valves’ insufficiency capability of 

http://www.irmi.com/Expert/Authors/Gould.aspx
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enduring pressure, design, construction or operational mistakes, accumulations of small 
water losses. Reasons of leaking or weeping problems from various parts of networks are 
complicated to define, because most of the time they are caused by combined reasons from 
surroundings, material, age, and corrosion. For instance each material has its own duration 
year, which is a proper working year for a material, and after this duration, corrosion and 
other effects happen more easily. Table 2-1 gives statistical information about common 
material’s duration year.  
 
Table 2-1: Material and its duration year 

Code No. Material Duration (year)
1 Cast iron 30 
2 Zinc 10 
3 Softened vinyl 15 
4 Polyethylene  15 
5 Stainless  30 
6 Copper  25 
7 Plastered cast iron 20 

(Source: Jun, 2004) 
 
However there was a study of leak frequency distributed according to pipe age for grey cast 
iron pipes carried by Swedish company. The result shows that after some years, in GCI case, 
which is around 80 years old, there is no significant correlation between leak frequency and 
pipe age (See Figure 2-3). (Sundahl, 1996) 
 

 
Figure 2-3: Leak frequency versus pipe for GCI water distribution pipes measured over a five 

year period for Malmo, Sweden 
 
In IWA’s bluepage (Lambert, 2000), leakage on transmission and distribution mains was 
defined as a big part for water real losses. Real loss is an attribute for system Input volume 
and the relation is: 
 
System Input volume = Water losses+ Authorised consumption (m3/year) 
Water losses = Real Losses + Apparent Losses (m3/year) 
 
Water loss is hard to calculate or forecast in water distribution network design, but it is 
important to deduce this amount of water. However, a leakage- free network is not a 
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realisable technical or economic objective, and a low level of water losses cannot be avoided, 
even in the best operated and maintained systems, where water suppliers pay a lot of 
attention to water loss control. (Lambert, 2000) So minimizing the leakage amount is an 
important target for water industry, since it is not only an issue related to city’s long term 
planning and environment, but also related with finical and economic issues. 
 
Red Water 
 
Red water occurs due to corrosion happened on iron or steel pipes in water distribution 
networks. Corrosion has a cumulative phenomenon, since it reactions occur on the inner 
surface of a pipe, which lead to chemical deposition process that forms a material build- up 
along the pipe walls. The form weakens the pipe wall and lead to the formation of tubercles. 
The most obvious and immediate impact, however, is that the oxidized iron particles give the 
water a murky, reddish- brown color. This reduction in the aesthetic of the water prompts 
numerous customer complaints. (Methods, 2003) The deposited layers in pipes cause actual 
diameter decreasing and other problems from water quantity and water pressure.  
 
Factitious Failures 
 
Non- physical failures refer to end- users’ complaints, for example, pressure complaints, 
demand complaints, taste complaints, and so on. Sometimes these complaints are due to 
network failures, but sometimes they are due to the wrong information from customers. 
However, they are groups of attributers for water distribution network monitoring.  

2.3 Network Rehabilitation 

The complex effects of corrosion, wear and tear, and age are eating away the underground 
infrastructures in all countries around the world. Most of the pipes that have been in the 
ground for many years are far beyond their expected service life. Rehabilitation is not easy. 
Moreover, increased traffic and buildings and the presence of other underground utilities 
make pipe replacement and rehabilitation both burdensome and expensive. A rehabilitation 
plan must rely on sound judgments, scientific analysis of current condition in a network.  

As has been mention in Advanced Water Distribution Modeling and Management (Methods, 
2003), the rehabilitation work maybe necessary because of: 
 
 The cumulative effect of tuberculation and scaling 
 Increased demands due to new customers 
 Excessive leakage 
 Infrastructure improvements, such as street reconstruction or sewer replacement, in 

vicinity of distribution system piping 
 Water quality problems 

 
Actually rehabilitation works are even more difficult than designing a new system in many 
situations, because of the conflicts with other buried utilities and many un- predicted 
problems. Especially in many old cities, there is no enough construction records saved. It is 
almost impossible to know underground infrastructure networks situations. Of course, some 
methods can be used to recover these maps or draft, for instance GPS or Remote Sensing 
technology. But comparing with economic and effort investments, it is still a task for long term 
planning. Currently there are many types of rehabilitation methods, which are suitable for 
different situations. Based on definitions in WP1 final report, (Alegre, 2004) the methods 
used for pipeline rehabilitation normally include: 
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 Rehabilitation: Any physical intervention that extends the life of the system and involves 
changing their condition or specification. 

 Relining: the removal of all deposits from inside an existing pipeline, followed by the in 
situ application of a non-structural lining to provide corrosion protection, such as cement 
or epoxy mortar (relining is sometimes referred to as scraping and lining, renovation or 
reconditioning). 

 Repair: rectification of local damage. 
 Replacement: substitution of a new facility for an existing one where the latter is no 

longer used for its former objective.   
 
Because the capital costs of a water distribution system combined with the cost of 
maintaining and repairing the system are often immense, researchers and practitioners are 
constantly searching for new ways to create more economical and efficient designs for 
rehabilitation planning. (Alegre, 2004) And one of the challenges that the water companies 
are facing is to find crucial pipelines for rehabilitation with the best methods and most cost- 
saving methodologies.   
 

2.4 Performance Indicators 
 
Performance indicators compare actual conditions with a specific set of reference conditions. 
They measure the 'distance(s) between the current environmental situation and the desired 
situation (target): 'distance to target' assessment. (LIFE, 2005) Performance in the 
engineering field relates to measure a behaviour or output. Indicator is a number or ratio (a 
value on a scale of measurement) derived from a series of observed facts and can reveal 
relative changes as a function of time. Currently this definition has been used in various 
industries as standard.   
 
In the water industry, it has been found that the practice of using performance indicators as a 
management tool is not widespread or standardized across European countries. Rather, 
good performance is determined by meeting the expectations of the community stakeholders. 
(Steve Stone, EPA/600/R-02/029) So many research groups have taken their efforts on 
developing a framework to select and group performance Indicators, which is a method to 
achieve a community’s expectation for effectiveness and reliability at the lowest possible life- 
cycle costs.  
 
“Performance indicators for water supply services”, born as a project “By the industry for the 
industry” in 1997, it standardized reference language of performance indicators (PI) that aims 
to fit the basic needs of different types of users, with special emphasis on the utilities 
themselves. (COST, 2003) This system has been field- tested in about 20 countries in 
Europe, Africa, Middle and Far East, South America and Asia- Pacific. International Water 
Association (IWA) has built up a comprehensive, detailed and easy to used Performance 
Indicator list, which is particularly suitable for the establishment of new links between 
different areas of knowledge related to tools for decision making.  
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Chapter 3 Tools Concepts and Components_____________ 
 

3.1 Geographic Information System 

3.1.1 Description 

A GIS is defined as “an organized collection of computer hardware, software, geographic 
data, and personnel designed to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and 
display all forms of geographically referenced information”. (ESRI, 1992) GIS technology has 
been widely used in various fields, such as agriculture, business geographics, ecology, 
electricity and gas, emergency management and public safety, environmental management, 
forestry, health care, education, mining and geosciences, real estate, remote sensing, 
telecommunications, transportation and water distribution and resources.  
 
More commonly, people use GIS to make maps; a GIS can also be used as a powerful 
analysis tool. It can be used to create and link spatial and descriptive data for problem 
solving, spatial modelling and to present the results in tables, graphics or maps. The most 
powerful feature of a GIS, from a planner’s perspective, is probably the ability of GIS to 
integrate databases, through their spatial relationships, that would be difficult or impossible to 
do outside a GIS environment. (Methods, 2003)  
 

3.1.2 ArcGIS Desktop Products 

ArcGIS desktop products include ArcReader, ArcView, ArcEditor and ArcInfo, which are used 
to create, import, edit, query, map, analyze, and publish geographic information. (ESRI, 2005) 
Each of them provides high level functionality. All ArcGIS Desktop products share a common 
architecture, so users can share their work with others. ArcMap, ArcCatalog, ArcToolbox, 
ModelBuilder and ArcGlobe are ArcGIS Desktop Applications. They can be used in a union 
to perform mapping, geographic analysis, data editing and compilation, data management 
and storage, visualization, and geo- processing. The following GIS tools have been used in 
this thesis work. 
 
ArcMap  
 
ArcMap is the central application in ArcGIS Desktop for all map-based tasks including 
cartography, map analysis, and editing. ArcMap gives operators the power to visualize, 
create, solve, present and develop geodatabase. In ArcMap, geographic database is 
displayed on maps as layers; and each layer represents particular types of features, which 
can be used for future analysis. It references the data contained in coverages, shapefiles, 
geodatabases, images, grids and so on. In ArcGIS, it is very easy to achieve the data 
transfer among map documents (.mxd), shape files (.shp) and layer files (.lyr). 
 
ArcCatlog  
 
The ArcCatalog application organizes and manages all GIS information such as maps, 
globes, data sets, models, metadata, and services. In ArcCatlog, the users can perform 
database management, and get an overview of the contents of each database. ArcCatlog 
helps the user to browse, find, and manage data.  
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ArcToolbox 
 
ArcToolbox contains a comprehensive collection of geo-processing functions including tools 
for: data management, data conversion, coverage processing, vector analysis, geocoding, 
statistical analysis. ArcToolbox provides access to all of ArcInfo software’s powerful 
coverage processing and analysis functions. (Tucker, 1999) The tools in ArcToolbox create 
and integrate a vast array of data formats into usable GIS databases, perform advanced GIS 
analysis, and manipulate GIS data. (Tucker, 1999) Common tools in ArcToolbox 9.1 are 
grouped into 3D analyst tools, analysis tools, cartography tools, conversion tools, data 
interoperability tools, data management tools, geocoding tools, geostatistical analyst tools, 
linear referencing tools, network analyst tools, network analyst tools, samples, spatial analyst 
tools and spatial statistics tools. 

3.1.2 Geodatabase 

Like other computer products, ArcGIS has a well-defined model for working with data, called 
geodatabase (short for geographic database). A geodatabase defines the data types that can 
be used in ArcGIS and how these types of data are represented, accessed, stored, managed 
and processed. (ESRI, 2005)  The defining purpose of this data model is to let users make 
the features in GIS datasets smarter by endowing them with natural behaviours, and to allow 
any sort of relationship to be defined among features. (Zeiler, 1999) A geodatabase can 
contain four representations of geographic data: 
 
 Vector data for representing features 
 Raster data for representing images, girded thematic data and surface 
 Triangulated irregular networks (TINs) for representing surfaces 
 Address and locations for finding a geographic position 

3.1.3 Analysis Technology 

Spatial analysis is when all the hard work of digitizing, building a database, checking for 
errors and dealing with the details of projections and coordinate systems finally pays off in 
results. In order to make a clarified and logical analysis framework, what target one needs to 
achieve is necessary to define as the first step. However, how good the results can be is 
depending on data availability, operational skill, methodologies, data processes, and also 
needs good explanation and presentation methods to explain the results. GIS works best 
when the computer and the brain combine forces, and when the GIS is used to augment 

human intuition by manipulating and displaying data in way 
that reveal things that would otherwise be invisible. (Zeiler, 
1999)  
 
An interesting idea to explain GIS analysis is to Input useful 
shape files as transparent GIS map layers and users can 
abstract information from these layers by using various 
special analysis tools in GIS system. The processes are 
described as Figure 3-1.  
 
And here, the shape file is a homogeneous collection of 
features that contain either point, multipoint, polyline or 
polygon shapes. The efficient management of layers can 
speed up analysis processes and make a map more 
organised.  
 

 

Figure 3-1: GIS Layers 
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After all the information about GIS application and analysis, now it is necessary to take a look 
at what tools are available for GIS analysis processes. (Only tools have been used in this 
thesis are explained below.) The following definitions are mostly concluded from ESRI online 
desktop help. (ESRI, 2005) 
 
The Extract Toolset  
 
 Clip is to extract features or portions of features from an Input coverage that overlaps 

with a clip coverage polygon.  
 Split is to clip coverage into several portions 
 Select is to extract features from an Input coverage based on logical expressions or 

applying the criteria contained in a selection file. It includes select by attributers and 
select by location.  

 Table Select has the same function with Select but the difference is in table select, 
extracted features can only by output in table format. It simplifies statistic analysis.  

 
The Overlay Toolset  
 
 Erase is to get rid of features in the Input coverage that overlap with the erase coverage. 
 Identity is to compute the geometric intersection of two coverages. All features of the 

Input coverage and those overlapping from the identity coverage are preserved. 
 Intersect is to computes the geometric intersection of two coverages. Only the features 

in the area common to both coverages will be preserved. 
 Union is to computes the geometric intersection of two polygon coverages. All polygons 

from both coverages will be split at their intersections and preserved in the output 
coverage. 

 Update is to replace the features by the features from the overlapped coverage by using 
cut and paste. 

 
The Proximity Toolset 
 
 Buffer is to create buffer polygons around points, polylines or polygons in order to 

calculate distance for features 
 Multiple Ring Buffer has the same function with buffer, but the difference is that it create 

multiple rings based on rules defined by users 
 Near is to compute the distance from each point in a coverage to the nearest arc, point, 

or node in another coverage 
 Point Distance is to compute the distances between point features in one coverage to all 

points in a second coverage that are within the specified search radius 
 
The Statistics toolset  
 
 Frequency is a tool produces a list of the unique code occurrences and their frequency in 

an output table for a specified set of fields from an Input feature class or table. 
 Summary Statistics is a tool generates summary statistics for fields from an Input table 

or feature class and saves them in an output table. It also gives frequency. 
 
The Joins and Relates toolset 
 
Join is to append data from a layer or a table a selected table or layer. After join, the selected 
table or layer will have the features from the join table or layer.  
 
Relate creates associations between the selected layer or table and another layer or table in 
a similar way of join.  
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SQL Expression 
 
Structured Query Language (SQL) Expression is a standard tool for management of 
relational database. A GIS SQL is extended with functionality for spatial queries.  

3.2 CARE-W Prototype 

3.2.1 General Description 

Cities all over Europe spend billion Euro per year on infrastructure networks rehabilitation 
and this amount is supposed to increasing in the following years mainly because of pipelines 
have met their duration years. Some technique tools have been developed in some research 
institute but they do not count all aspects to support rehabilitation decisions.  

Computer Aided Rehabilitation of Water networks (CARE-W) is a research project supported 
by the European Commission under the Fifth Framework Programme and contributing to the 
implementation of the Key Action "Sustainable Management and Quality of Water" within the 
Energy, Environment and Sustainable development program. The ultimate goal of this 
project is to develop a suite of tools; providing the most cost-efficient system of maintenance 
and repair of water distribution networks, with the aim to guarantee a security of water supply 
that meets social, health, economic and environmental requirements. In another word, 
rehabilitate the right pipelines at the right time by using the right rehabilitation technique at a 
minimum total cost, before failure occurs. (CARE-W, 2003) The major products will be a CD-
ROM containing CARE-W prototype and a handbook. The end users of this product will be 
the owners of water supply systems, operating companies and utilities, local authorities, 
financial institutions and national regulators. (CARE-W, 2003) 

This project is organized in three parts: 

A scientific component contains: WP1 (construction of a control panel of performance 
indicators for rehabilitation) and WP2 (description and validation of technical tools). They 
contributed a solid scientific base for the developing of CARE-W prototype.  

 WP1 is to define a series of Performance Indicators (PI) for water and wastewater 
system, so that they can be used for the analysis of short- term as well as long- term 
rehabilitation needs. Then these PIs will be tested in different cities and based on these 
test results, a set of PIs will be selected for further use in CARE-W system, which will be 
defined and stored in an easy to use database.  

 WP2 is for generating data for pipe failure prediction and water supply service reliability 
with the existing models and through theoretical considerations. The test will be 
extended from single pipelines and single users to network level.  

A methodological component includes WP3 (Elaboration of a decision support system for 
annual rehabilitation programmes) and WP4 (Elaboration of long –term strategic planning 
and investment). It will be the power of this project and construct the procedures necessary 
for the elaboration of WP5. 

 WP3 mainly focus on define indirect cost for water network rehabilitation, and provides 
some additional information for decision makers. Then these procedures will be included 
in CARE-W prototype. 

 WP4 will be developed for selecting the rehabilitation programme, which is the most 
appropriate out of a multitude of candidates. 

A decisive component concerns WP5 (Elaboration of CARE-W prototype), WP6 (Testing and 
validation of CARE-W prototype) and WP7 (Dissemination).  
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 WP5 is to develop a prototype database system to handle Input and output data. The 
structure of this information and the result of testing will be handled in this task. 

 WP6 is to test CARE-W prototype in different cities around Europe with the consideration 
of geographical location, size and water management organisation. Then those case 
studies will be extracted from this project to support further development. 

 WP7 is to build up CARE-W official website and arrange national workshops and 
conferences. Final reports, including scientific report, user manual and handbook for 
engineering practices will be organized and provided to end users. 

The idea is to build a rational framework for water network rehabilitation decision-making, 
which combines current network technique analysis, network condition future forecast and 
long-term planning, which is based on scientific research, current network statistics, hydraulic 
models, economic factors and environmental information, etc.  

Currently five tools have been exploited in CARE-W package, which are  

 CARE-W Performance Indicators (PI) Tool,  

 CARE-W Failure Forecasting Tool,  

 CARE-W Reliability Tool,  

 CARE-W Annual Rehab Planner and, 

 CARE-W Long Term Planning Tool 

All of these tools will be described in related paragraphs in general. But PI tool, Fail Tool and 
Rel Tool are used in this thesis work, which will be presented in detail in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 3-2: Overview of CARE-W principles and tools (Source: CARE-W, 2003) 

3.2.2 CARE-W Software Package 

CARE-W REHAB MANAGER 
 
It is a data management hub, which controls Input and output to all interacting tools and also 
contains presentation facilities for reporting analysis results to the user via graphical or 
tabular means. The most efficient way to approach rehabilitation planning from the beginning 
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to the end is through a harmonization of all tools, which will be described later. However, it is 
possible to run each tool individually, which requires the user has more understanding about 
each tools and which needs operator’s elaboration with control the quality of data Input for 
each tools. Currently CARE-W Tools don’t support users to control Input data quality. The 
Rehabilitation Manager software must support the integration of and data flows between the 
CARE-W component tools. The software will allow automatic and manual data Input and 
store information (results of analysis) that can, for example, enable write back to electronic 
corporate data storage systems.  (CARE-W, 2004) 
 

 
Figure 3-3: CARE-W Rehab Manager Framework (Source: CARE-W, 2004) 

 
Although obviously it is better to run all tools from Prototype, it is possible that all tools can 
be run individually.  
 
PI Tool 
 
CARE-W PI Tool builds up an information system to calculate storage, update and retrieve 
performance indicators and associated information. CARE-W PI system is inspired on the 
International Water Association (IWA) performance Indicators system for water supply 
services, which includes performance indicators, additional performance measures, utility 
information and external information. PI tool is to collect storage and analyze rehabilitation, 
failure and water losses data, service or customer complaints information, water resources 
indicators and other information, for instance, annual cost, annual investments for network 
mains, environmental factors, traffic conditions etc. in order to report final statistics results to 
end users. Through these results, decision makers will have an overview about their water 
distribution network conditions. The results can be presented as table format, graphic format 
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or in GIS platform.  Apart from this, PI Tool in CARE-W system has a more comprehensive 
meaning for long-term rehabilitation planning.  
 
More detailed explanation about PI tool will be given later in Chapter 5.  
 
CARE-W Failure Forecasting Tools 
 
Fail Tools are for assessing and predicting the failure rates of water distribution pipelines. 
They are based on records of past, observed and recorded failures. A failure normally means 
a break or detected leak that has necessitated repair to the pipe. The idea is very useful for 
rehabilitation and cost planning. In formation from FAIL tool can be used in Annual 
Rehabilitation Programme (CARE-W_ARP). It requires data concerning the pipes or 
segments and their environment, as well as their associated failures and all the data will be 
recorded in a particular format, so that users can Input them into FAIL Tools. Currently, FAIL 
Tools include CARE-W_ PHM and CARE-W_ Poisson.  
 
CARE-W PHM developed by Cemagref- ORH Unit is to portray approximately the distribution 
of the random variable consisting in the number of predicted failures. (Eisenbeis, 2004) The 
result is failure rate (PFR, number of failures per km per year) based on the statistical 
survival analysis of past failures dates, which should be longer than a 5 year duration. PHM 
requires more Input data than Poission does. It needs at least diameter, material, installation 
date and other environmental data or pipe data will be useful as well. It gives failure forecast 
and reports failure rate by pipe. 
 
CARE-W_ Poisson elaborated by INSA-Lyon is to calculate Rate Ratios according to the 
influence of failure factors. For instance RR (Under Roadway/ under Footpath)= 2.0 means 
that the failure rate for sections situated under roadway is estimated to be 2 times higher 
than the failure rate for sections situated under footpath. (Eisenbeis, 2004) The Input data 
are simpler when comparing with PHM Input data. It requires diameter, material, and 
installation data, and other environmental data or pipe data will be useful as well in a 2 to 3 
years period. It presents failure information by category or by pipe, but it doesn’t give failure 
forecast.  
 
After studying these two tools, PHM was selected in this project, although it requires more 
information.  
 PHM gives failure forecast;  
 The statistics test in PHM is integrated into this tool, so it becomes easier to use; 
 The effect of considering a variable in the database is directly known; and  
 Confidence intervals are also given by PHM. 

 
More detailed description about CARE-W PHM will be given in Chapter 5.  
 
CARE-W Water Supply Reliability Analysis Tools 
 
This module assesses the hydraulic service reliability of the distribution system. The tool 
checks the network for weak points using an existing hydraulic model, describing the results 
of one or two pipes being out of service. (CARE-W, 2003) The results are reliability indices 
and link importance (Hydraulic Criticality index, HCL). There are three tools available in REL 
model: RelNet Model, AquaRel Model, and Failnet- Reliab Model. 
 
RelNet Model developed by Brno University of Technology is to calculate hydraulic reliability 
of each node. Reliability of the water distribution network depends on reliability of network 
elements, pressure in each node and undelivered water in whole network. It requires a “*.net” 
format file or “*.INP” format file as Input data, which can be generated by EPANET. It is the 
only functional reliability analysis tool in CARE-W prototype, but it does not consider failure 
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rate in computing reliability indices for pipes. (CARE-W, 2003) The output files are expected 
lifetime and reliability indices. 
 
AquaRel Model developed by SINTEF- NTNU is to test network reliability when some links 
are closed in order to examine the effect on the supply nodes in EPANET file, which is based 
on hydrostatic simulations of the conditions in the network combined with standard reliability 
calculation techniques. It needs EPANET file, failure rates and repair rates as Input files. The 
output results are water supply availability, frequency of degraded pressure and link 
importance.  
 
Failnet- Reliab Model elaborated by Cemagref is to assess the reliability of drinking water 
networks, which can be explained as a quotient between available water consumption and 
water demand. It requires two text files as Input data, one of which contains description of 
hydraulic links and another contains description of nodes. The output files are hydraulic 
reliability indices at different level.  
 
Measuring these tools, RelNet Model finally was picked up in this project, which will be 
explained in detail in Chapter 5. 
 
CARE-W Annual Rehabilitation Planning System (ARP) 
 
This tool presents a multi- criterion selection and ranking system that combines results from 
other CARE-W tools with additional information provided by users in order to find out the 
prioritisation of rehabilitation candidates (pipe or group of pipes). Outputs from CARE-W PI, 
CARE-W_FAIL, and CARE-W_REL are necessary for this tool.  
 

 
Figure 3-4: presents the principle of CARE-W_ ARP 

 
CARE-W Long Term Planning (LTP) 
 
LTP module consists of three closely related tools, which are Rehab Scenario Writer, Rehab 
Strategy Manager and Rehab Strategy Evaluator.  These tools are developed for local 
networks in a systematic way. They will show the expected financial consequences of 
specific network rehabilitation programmes and their impacts on technical and economic 
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performance indicators such as burst and leakage rates, maintenance cost, residual service 
lives, asset values and external cost (CARE-W, 2003) and provide rehabilitation strategies. 

3.3 EPANET and MikeNet  
 
EPANET was developed by the Water Supply and Water Resources Division of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s National Risk Management Research Laboratory, which 
is free for downloading to public. EPANET tracks the flow of water in each pipe, the pressure 
at each node, the height of water in each tank, and the concentration of a chemical species 
throughout the network during a simulation period comprised of multiple time steps. In 
addition to chemical species, water age and source tracing can also be simulated. (EPA, 
2004) However it services for education purposes instead of real engineering projects. 
 
MikeNet was developed in cooperation with BOSS International, USA and using EPANET 
2.0 numerical engine. It is a more professional engineering software package serving for 
water distribution systems. It is capable for simulations of Node demands, Fire flows / fire 
hydrant analysis, System head curves, Reservoir characteristics, Water age, Chlorine 
concentrations / decay, Path and concentration of pollutants and On-Line modeling based on 
SCADA. (DHI, 2004) And one of the reasons that MikeNet becomes extremely popular 
quickly is that it interconnects between GIS, CAD and EPANET.  
 
In this project, MikeNet built up a link between GIS and EPANET, because GIS shape files 
can not be directly Input into EPANET. EPANET is used to generate a *.INP file for AquaRel 
Model. These two tools work as the mediums. Since MikeNet is not accessable in this thesis 
work, the data transfer from GIS to EPANET has been done by DHI consultant.  
 
3.4 Tool Accessibility 
 
Tools and the accessibility are listed in Table 3-1. 
 
Table 3-1: Tool Accessibility 
Package Tool Accessibility 

ArcMap  
ArcCatlog  
ArcToolbox ≈ 
ModelBuilder  

 
GIS 
Application 

ArcGlobe  
PI Tool  
PHM Model  

CARE-W 

AquaRel Model  
EPANET  
MikeNet  
Microsoft Excel  

 
Others 

Microsoft Access  
 means full accessibility; ≈ means with some limitations;  means no accessibility 
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Chapter 4 Data Preparation___________________________ 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
Skärholmen is a suburb in the southern part of Stockholm. It is primarily made up of the 
Skärholmen congregation. The districts that make up the suburb are Bredäng, Skärholmen, 
Sätra and Vårberg. The population as of 2004 is 31,125 on an area of 8.86 km², which gives 
a density of 3,512.98/km². (Wikipedia, 2005) The water distribution system is managed by 
Stockholm Water Company. This area is divided into high pressure zone, reduce pressure 
zone, and normal pressure zone, which are based on water pressure demands and elevation 
of different area. The area covered by transparent pink colour is the entire pressure zone in 
this area, called Skärholmen pressure zone (shown in Figure 4-1). It has been selected as 
the test area in this project.  
 
All the following statistics shown as maps, tables and graphics are generated from GIS 
analysis. The aims are for one thing to give a general review of this test area to utility 
managers and for another to prepare some Input data for CARE-W PI Tool. The introduction 
and experiment with PI tool will be presented in Chapter 5.  

 
Figure 4-1: Location of Skärholmen Pressure Zone 

 

4.2 Database for Skärholmen Area 
 
Stockholm Water Company has built up a comprehensive geodatabase that covers the 
whole Skärholmen area. It contains various failures, water and sewage system information, 
and other geographic information. All point, line or polygon maps are stored in a 
geodatabase called Azzurro. All data have been divided into 5 groups in Azzurro. They are 
listed as below in order to give an overview of the database content:  
 
TIOARSPL.AdminData Database 
Contains address (Adress_Portkoord), population (Befolkning), district (DUF), real estate 

http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery;jsessionid=2422lbl1lxe37?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=Borough&gwp=8&curtab=2222_1&sbid=lc04b
http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery;jsessionid=2422lbl1lxe37?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=South+Stockholm&gwp=8&curtab=2222_1&sbid=lc04b
http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery;jsessionid=2422lbl1lxe37?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=Stockholm&gwp=8&curtab=2222_1&sbid=lc04b
http://www.answers.com/main/ntquery;jsessionid=2422lbl1lxe37?method=4&dsid=2222&dekey=2004&gwp=8&curtab=2222_1&sbid=lc04b
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(Fastigheter), road (Gator) and service customer (KansligKund) information. 
 
TIOARSPL.Avlopp Database 
Records sewage network and equipment information. 
 
TIOARSPL.Text Database 
With the geodatabase with all the map text. 
 
TIOARSPL.Vabas Database 
Contains information of failures from water networks and sewage networks. Sewage failures 
are stored into AvloppDriftst.sde and water failures are stored into VatternDriftst.sde.  In 
VatternDriftst.sde, water network failures are from year 1988 to year 2005. The water 
network failures codes have been grouped into 8 groups and there are totally 67 common 
failure information defined in this code system. The failures codes are attached as Appendix 
C.  
 
TIOARSPL.Vatten Database 
Contains most of the data used for this thesis work, for instance Appliances map 
(VatAnordning), Fire hydrant map (VatBrabdpost), Water well map (Vatbrunn), water 
pipelines map (VatLedn), Water service pipes map (VatServ) and Water valves map 
(VatVentil) can all be found here. 
 
Several researches have mentioned that Data collection costs are high and time consuming, 
so it is necessary and important to avoid rarely used data. Pre- survey has been done in 
order to ensure that the data collected have real values. After these processes, 11 maps 
have been made for GIS analysis (See Table 4-1)  
 
Table 4-1: Analysis Maps within Skärholmen area 

Utility No. Name Explanation Area 
1 Byggpol-sk.shp Land use map 
2 Overpol-sk.shp Overview planning map 
3 Gator-sk.shp street and road map 

 
Background 
Maps 

4 Byggnads-sk.shp Equipment map 
5 Vetten-sk.shp Water distribution mains map 
6 Brand-sk.shp Fire hydrant map 
7 Vattendrift-sk.shp water network failures map 
8 Kans-sk.shp Company and industry customer 

information map 
9 Service-sk.shp Service pipelines map 
10 Trafik-sk.shp Traffic map 

 
 
Analysis 
Maps 

11 Ventil-sk.shp Network vales map 

 
 
 
 
 
Skärholmen

 

4.3 Water Distribution Network Information 
 
One water reservoir and three pump stations are located in this area. They are Sätra Water 
reservoir, Skärholmen Pump Station, Midsumma Pump Station and Hägersten Pump Station. 
 
More information, such as pipe material distribution, pipe installation year distribution and 
pipe diameter distribution, total length of water mains and total service connections, has 
been collected by GIS analysis. The aim is to present background information to decision 
makers. In the mean time, these statistics will be used as Input data for utility indicators in 
Performance Indicator Tool.  
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4.3.1 Network Physical Information 

All statistics are extracted from the network shape file (Figure 4-2). In this part, the aim is to 
analyze the material distribution, installation year distribution and diameter distribution.  
 

 
Figure 4-2: Network shape file 

 

4.3.2 Diameter Distribution 

Three diameter groups were defined into three groups, which are based on descriptions in 
CARE-W PI report (See Chapter 5). These three groups are: diameter ≤ 100/110 mm, 
100/110 mm < diameter ≤ 300/315 mm, and diameter > 300/315 mm.  
 
Graphic 4-1: Diameter Distribution Results 
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From the results, you can get the following information. Pipes serve as distribution mains are 
diameter between 100 and 300 mm. Pipes used for smaller demand water consumers in this 
network are with diameters smaller than 100 mm. They locate at the near end or end parts in 
the network, which can be seen from Diameter Distribution Map (Appendix B-1). 
Transmission mains or the beginning parts of distribution pipes have diameters larger than 
315 mm. From this information, we can cursorily judge the size and population distribution 
around this area. The diameter distribution map is attached as Appendix B-1.  
 
Material Distribution 
 
Eight material groups have been defined. They are: cast spun and grey iron mains (GCI), 
ductile iron mains (DCI), steel mains, asbestos cement mains (ASB), polyethylene mains 
(PE), polyvinyl chloride mains (PVC), and copper mains.  
 
Graphic 4-2: Material Distribution 
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From this graphic, we can see that CGI (Cast and Grey Iron) is the most common material in 
this area followed by DCI (Ductile Iron). Steel and PE (Polyethylene) have total of 20.11% 
and other materials are seldom used. An observation through ArcMap shown that steel 
pipelines are used mainly for diameter larger than 500 mm, which are transmission mains in 
this area and for pipes passing through tunnels. PE material is a new material for water 
distribution network, which are normally installed after year 1999. The materials distribution 
map is attached as Appendix B-1. 
 
Installation Year Distribution 
 
Total 18 groups are defined and each group contains five years. They are mains laid before 
year 1900 to year 2000.  
 
Graphic 4-3: Installation Year Distribution 
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Installation Year Distribution
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The value for each column is given in Table 4-2. 
 
Table 4-2: Installation Year Distribution Statistics 
Year Length (km) Percentage % Year Length (km) Percentage %
Before 1909 1.880  0.85  1956-1960 14.823  6.70  
1909-1910 0.952  0.43  1961-1965 52.987  23.94  
1921-1925 1.941  0.88  1966-1970 26.988  12.20  
1926-1930 5.310  2.40  1971-1975 11.168  5.05  
1931-1935 1.771  0.80  1976-1980 9.507  4.30  
1936-1940 22.771  10.29  1981-1985 1.589  0.72  
1941-1945 18.857  8.52  1986-1990 3.759  1.70  
1946-1950 18.073  8.17  1991-1995 5.372  2.43  
1951-1955 16.238  7.34  1996-2000 7.303  3.30  

 
From this distribution statistics, we can see that majority of this network was built during year 
1936 to year 1970, which means that the suburb was developed quite fast during this period. 
Construction works concentrated from year 1961 to year 1965. The oldest pipe group has 
been laid before 1909, but it is impossible to tell the exact construction time, due to that most 
data records have been missing from the geodatabase. The installation distribution map is 
attached as Appendix B-1. Because it is difficult to distinguish so many colours in one map, 
this map is re-classed as ‘year before 1935’, ‘year 1936 to year 1980’ and ‘year 1981 to year 
2000’. There is one extra group, year after 2000, which is not used in later PI analysis. It only 
used as background information for this project.  
 
Total length of water mains is 221.3 km. And the Total service connections are 8225. 
This is abstracted from a shape file, containing service pipe information. (See Figure 4-3) 
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Figure 4-3: Service information shape file 

 
Information from Projekteringsanvisningar för Va-ledningar, 2006, Stockholm provides an 
explanation of the relationship between Material and Installation Year (The whole paragraph 
is attached as Appendix B-2). The brief translation is “During 1960s, distribution mains were 
constructed by Grey cast iron. At the Beginning of 1970s, ductile iron started to become the 
main pipe material for water distribution network. Their joints material or corrosion 
protections changed from time to time, but ductile iron has not been overtaken by any others 
in the market. From the middle of 1980s, PE (Polyethylene pipe) started to be used in water 
distribution network in Stockholm. PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride) pipe has only been used in a 
short extent from 1960 till 1980. “ 
 
From the two graphs, material distribution (Graph 4-2) and installation year distribution 
(Graph 4-3), it is obvious the majority of water distribution pipelines were constructed during 
1960s. Grey cast iron is the major material group for water pipes in that period.  After year 
1976, when ductile iron became more common in material market, the construction speed 
was slowed down a lot. So even though grey cast iron has been replaced in the market by 
other pipe materials, it is still the most common material in this distribution system.  

4.3.3 Surrounding Environmental Information  

Some environmental statistics have been collected by surveys. (See Table 4-3) These parts 
mainly are for providing environment information for PI Tool. They will be Inputted into PI 
Tool, but the utility is not obviously. In the table, the year rainfall and air temperature are 
calculated from 15 years accumulation records in Stockholm Water Company.  
 
Table 4-3: Some Environmental Information in Stockholm Area 
1 Yearly rainfall: average 552.02 mm/year 
2 Yearly rainfall: maximun 368.00 mm/year 
3 Yearly rainfall: minimum 657.90 mm/year 
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4 Air temperature: daily average 7.38 oC 
5 Air temperature: daily maximum 29.85 oC 
6 Air temperature: daily minimum -13.69 oC 
7 Hydrogenionic concentration range pH 8.50 
8 Sulphate concentration range (SO42 ) 43.00 mg/l 
9 Chloride concentration range (Cl-) 16.00 mg/l 
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Chapter 5 Experiment________________________________ 
 

5.1 CARE-W PI Analysis 

5.1.1 Theory Background 

The CARE-W rehab PI system includes Performance Indicators (PI), Additional Performance 
measures (APM), Utility Information (UI) and External Information (EI). (Alegre, 2004) PI and 
APM are both ratios between values of identical or different nature, expressing the 
performance of the undertaking. But APM should be regarding a given point of view relevant 
in the rehabilitation framework. UI is directly used for the assessment of the selected PI, as 
PI Input variables. And EI is indirectly used for the assessment of the selected PI, which is 
establishing the rehabilitation diagnosis or for support to the CARE-W decision- making 
process. In the current version of the CARE-W rehab PI system, there are 49 PI, with the 
associated 154 UI used for their calculation or interpretation, and also up to 29 EI parameters, 
which are used for providing environmental background information. Figure 5-1 shows the 
framework of PI system.  
 

 
 

Figure 5-1: PI Framework (Source: Alegre, 2004) 
 
CARE-W assigned PIs into groups in the same manner as IWA PIs. The groups are 
operational indicators (rehabilitation, failures and repairs, water losses), quality of service 
indicators (service, customer complaints), financial indicators (annual costs, annual 
investments for network mains, tariffs), water resources indicators, and physical indicators. 
Furthermore, to calculate PI, the database in PI Tool must contain the necessary UI values. 
In CARE-W UI system, UIs are divided into six groups: physical assets data - distribution 
network (transmission and distribution network, water storage, pumping stations), physical 
assets data - service connection, water volume data, operational data (service pressure, 
service continuity, water quality monitoring, inspection and maintenance, preventive 
maintenance, failures, rehabilitation), quality of service data (service, customer complaints), 
financial data (annual costs, annual investments for network mains, annual revenues, unit 
costs, tariffs). Although EI has no direct utility for calculating PI, it provides the background 
information for the network. It was grouped into three sections: environmental factors (annual 
rainfall, air temperature, and topography), mains aggressive factors (physical and chemical 
soil and groundwater characteristics; geotechnical conditions, traffic class, interference with 
other infrastructures, seismic conditions), economic factors.  
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It was previously stated that the PI tool can be used as a stand-alone tool, to assist the 
engineers in analyzing the evolution of performance of their networks, in establishing 
diagnosis or in improving their know-how about the behavior of different pipe materials or 
rehabilitation techniques. (Alegre, 2004)  

5.1.2 Targets 

Like we have been discussing in 5.1.1, if one wants to calculate performance indicators (PI), 
utility indicators (UI) should be calculated first. In this part, GIS is the tool, used to generate 
UIs. The calculation methodology follows the definition from International Water Association 
Performance Indicators. To generate PIs, all obtained UIs will be Inputted into PI Tool.  
 
A pre-survey has been carried to find the interesting PIs for Stockholm Water Company. 17 
PIs (See Table 5-1) are chosen from PI list.  
 
Table 5-1: PI list 
PI ID  Concept 
Op 15 
Op 26 
Op 26e 
Op 27 
Op 28 
Op 29 
Qs 9 
Qs 11 
Qs 12 
Qs 12a 
Qs 22 
Qs 23 
Qs 24 
Qs 25  
Qs 26 
Qs 26a 
Ph 7 

Mains rehabilitation 
Mains failures 
Critical mains failures 
Service connection failures 
Hydrant failures 
Power failures 
Pressure of supply adequacy 
Water interruptions 
Interruptions per connection 
Critical interruptions per connection 
Service complaints per connection  
Pressure complaints 
Continuity complaints 
Water quality complaints 
Interruptions complaints 
Critical interruptions complaints 
Valve density 

 
So, the UIs that have been created from GIS are listed in Table 5-2. 
 
Table 5-2: UI list 

 
Distribution Networks 
 
 

C6: Main length 
C6a: Main length in sensitive areas 
C30: Isolating valves 
C31: Hydrants 
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Service Connections 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C32: Number of service connections 
C32a: Number of sensitive service connections 
D18: Mains rehabilitated during the year 
D25: Mains failures 
D25f:Critical mains failures 
D26: Service connection insertion point failures 
D27: Hydrant failures 
D28: Power failures 
D30: Delivery points with adequate pressure 
D33: Service interruption 
D33a: Critical interruption 
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F11: Service customer complaints 
F12: Pressure customer complaints 
F13: Continuity customer complaints 
F14: Water quality customer complaints 
F15: Customer complains on interruptions 
F15a: Customer complains on critical interruptions 

5.1.3 Analysis Experiment 

Sensitive Area Map or Critical Area Map 
CARE-W definition: Sensitive areas can be defined as urban zones where serious human consequences (for 
example hospitals, dialysis patients, etc), severe damages (landslide, flooding) or severe disturbances (traffic 
interruptions) may occur due to water main bursts. 
 
In International Water Association Performance Indicators list, there are some elements 
related with sensitive area. Utility managers should pay more attention on these fields 
because commonly failures, which happen in this kind of areas, will cause more serious 
problems. After discussion with Stockholm Water Company, the sensitive areas have been 
defined as: 
 

1. Zonal areas consist of a 50 meter buffer along heavy traffic roads. However heavy 
traffic roads are defined as roads with more than 15,000 cars passing by per day; 

 
2. And circle areas with 200 meter radius buffer around companies and industries. 

These companies and industries are usually defined as important water users.  
 
The sensitive area map is created by GIS tools, -Buffer tool and Union tool. The road buffer 
(See Figure 5-2) satisfied the first requirement in order to limit the traffic sensitive areas. And 
the important end- user buffer (See Figure 5-3) contained areas around important end -users. 
As a final step, these two maps were linked together in order to create the whole sensitive 
area map (See Figure 5-4). This map is used for calculate items related with sensitive areas 
and show them as GIS maps. 
 

  
 

Figure 5-3: sensitive customer areas Figure 5-2: sensitive traffic areas 
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Figure 5-4: Sensitive areas 

 
Statistics Analysis 
 
The analysis results and some definitions for utility indicators are listed in Appendix D-1.  

5.1.4 PI Tool Experiment 

A database was created by Inputting statistics that have been generated before. As it has 
been decided by Stockholm Water Company, only data from year 1996 to year 2000 will be 
used in this project. Each year is one group. After Input all the statistics, total 21 PIs have 
been calculated. The results were exported as Excel format and part of the Excel window 
was screen printed and presented in Figure 5-6.  
 

 
Figure 5-6: Excel table format for PI results 
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Moreover PI results have been output as three types of graphics. The different graphics are 
available as a function in PI tool. They are Time series graph (Appendix E), DataSet 
comparison graph (Appendix F) and PI comparison graph (Appendix G). Four PI results are 
discussed in Chapter 6. All graphics of the results are attached as Appendix E, F and G.  
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5.2 PHM Model Analysis 

5.2.1 Theory Background 

As described in Chapter 3, PHM Model is a statistical modelling tool based on the Renewal 
Theory. This theory is designed to study recurrent events experienced by the components of 
a system. (Eisenbeis, 2004) The main output is the future failure rate (number of future 
breaks per kilometre) of each section of the network.  
 
The Input data for PHM model are commonly prepared separately as two data files, which 
are segment data file and maintenance data file. Segment data file can include all the pipes 
in a network or just those in a specific zone. Quantitative and qualitative data formats can be 
used in the segment file. Normally at least three things should be described: 
 

1. Identification of the pipe, 
2. Description of the characteristics of the pipe,  
3. Description of the pipe environment. 

 
In this project, we limited the segment data file with the following content: 
 
Table 5-3: Segment Data File 
ID Quantitative/ 

Qualitative/ Both 
Description 

I1 Qualitative Variable or set of n variables that identify univocally the segment 
C1 Quantitative Segment length 
C2 Quantitative Segment diameter 
C3 Qualitative Segment material 
C4 Quantitative Date of segment’s installation 
C6 Quantitative Date of segment’s rehabilitation 
C10 Quantitative Installation depth 
C12$ Qualitative Segment types (distribution mains or transport mains) 
 
Maintenance data file describe the failures’ characteristics, for example, their occurrence 
date. The maintenance data files in this project include the following details: 
 
Table 5-4: Maintenance Data File 
ID Quantitative/ 

Qualitative/ Both 
Description 

I1 Qualitative Variable or set of n variables that identify univocally the segment 
C1 Quantitative Date of failure happened 
 
PHM asks for particular data Input format for both files. Segment data file exits as ‘*_sdf.csv’ 
and maintenance data exits as ‘*_mdf.csv’. (*. csv is microsoft excel comma separated 
values file) By Inputting these two files into PHM Model, a survival file will be generated for 
PHM failure forecast.  
 
PHM Model allows users to change variables by defining new variable groups or changing 
the current ones. Here, a variable represents a place where a quantity can be stored. There 
are two types of variables. 
 
Predetermined variable contains Logoflength, LogNbDef, Logofdiam and Age.  
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User- defined variable includes ‘class’, ‘log’ and ‘prod’. Classes based on the different 
modalities of an existing variable can be created; For Log type, the logarithms of all the 
modalities of an existing variable are calculated automatically by PHM and Prod allows the 
multiplication of the modalities of two existing variables, which is calculated by PHM 
automatically.  
 

5.2.2 Input Data Preparation 

Inputting data preparation for CARE-W is quite important and it needs many efforts and 
manual work. The basic maps are shape file with pipe information (Figure 5-8) and shape file 
with failure information (Figure 5-9). They have been described in Chapter 4.  

       
Figure 5-8: Pipe main shape file           Figure 5-9: Failure shape file 
 
Build up unified Identification Number between these two shape files 
 
A common GIS database contains a single identification number for a particular feature. This 
ID is the unique symbol for it. No matter what analysis process will be carried out, this ID is 
the basic number. There are several attributes recorded in detail in Pipe main shape file, for 
example, feature shape, installation year, diameter, material, pipeline type, length, leakage 
ID, address, rehabilitation year, etc.  Meanwhile the failure shape file contains failure location, 
failure date, problem code and other information about rehabilitation methods, rehabilitation 
date and so on. Each failure feature has its own identification as well. One of the most 
important tasks is to link failures with a particular pipe based on failure and pipe spatial 
locations. So it means that the primary step is to keep either of their identification 
unchangeable. To reach this, a new field has been added into both shape files, and assigned 
with unchangeable identifications.  
 
Missing Data Recovery 
 
After we fixed pipe identification, some other preparations were carried out. Many features 
with missing data have been found out in pipe main attribute table. Some of them miss 
installation year, some of them miss material information, and some of them miss diameter 
information. The majority group containing pipes with missing data concentrated in a pipe 
group with short length. After a discussion with Stockholm Water Company, some pipes can 
be excluded from this project. For one thing, it is to decrease the burdensome work to 
recover the missed information and for another, this type of pipes can be removed from this 
project database for their fewer influences to the failure forecasting results. The qualifications 
have been explained below:  
 

1. pipes with length less than 3 meters;  
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2. One type of pipe- Tömningsledning has been excluded, because this is a pipe for 
draining water out of a segment or a group of segments during maintenance.  

 
3. Because year 2001 to year 2005 is the forecasting period, pipes installed during this 

period and failures in these years have been excluded. 
 
After the selection, there are 3250 pipes left from the total 4060 pipes. These were outputted 
as Excel table for re-checking mistakes or other data missing pipes. They have been fixed 
manually outside GIS. The missing data types include: diameter missing, installation year, 
material missing and pipe type missing.  
 
Except for the missing data recovery, some other mistakes exist in Stockholm Water 
Company’s geodatabase. Some of them have been pointed out in PHM guide. For instance, 
some iron pipelines diameter values have been recorded in improper ways. In some cases, 
ductile iron pipe was recorded in 315 mm diameter. In water industry, iron pipe doesn’t have 
this diameter value, so it should be a mistake. Then the 315mm was changed to 300 mm. On 
the contrary, plastic pipe or copper pipe usually uses inner diameter as its record value, so it 
is normal that they have odd numbers, such as 64 mm. Although it is common to see in 
reality, based on PHM guide, this number should also be corrected to avoid PHM Model 
mistakes. So this number has been changed to 60mm. Other similar situations have been 
corrected by same method. The list of missing data and corrected information is provided 
below as Table 5-5.  
 
Table 5-5: Fixed information list 
Pipe ID Corrected missing data 
24 Diameter:150mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1964 
472 Diameter:300mm 
482 Diameter:75mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 2004 
800 Diameter:200mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1910, pipe type: distribution  
1135 Diameter:450mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 2003, pipe type: distribution 
1136 Diameter:450mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 2003, pipe type: distribution 
1137 Diameter:450mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 2003, pipe type: distribution 
1159 Diameter:300mm, Material: GCI, Installation year: 1988 
1611 Diameter:100mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1946 
2054 Diameter:75mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 2004 
3275 Diameter:42mm, Material: Cu, Installation year: 1955 
3734 Diameter:100mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1946 
4016 Diameter:300mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1939 
534 Diameter:200mm, Material: GCI, Installation year: 1991, pipe type: distribution 
618 Diameter:400mm, Material: St, Installation year: 1967, pipe type: transformation  
673 Diameter:150mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1934 
720 Diameter:150mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1962 
1789 Diameter:400mm, Material: GCI, Installation year: 1974 
2142 Diameter:200mm, Material: DCI, Installation year: 1946 
885 Diameter:150mm, Material: GCI, Installation year: 1934 
2893 Diameter:200mm, Material: GCI, Installation year: 1992 
3565 Installation year: 1974 
3911 Installation year: 1974 
3580 Diameter:110mm, Material: PE, Installation year: 1992 
 
Failures Selections 
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As one explanation told in CARE-W WP2 report, it is good to keep the longest failure history. 
In Stockholm Water Company’s geodatabase, the first failure recorded is in 1988 and the last 
failure date is in 2005. However, conversely, guide document of PHM suggested that it is 
better to have a short, but reliable, record period, than a longer, but less reliable failure 
history records. For a large water utility, a 3 year record period could be sufficient to make a 
suitable statistical analysis. Comparing the two opposite opinions, it has been decided to use 
a relatively long but reliable failure history record in order to ensure there are enough failures. 
Also because it has been considered to use year 2001 to 2005 as forecast years, then 
failures in this period should not be included. Finally the failure history records are from year 
1988 to 2000.  
 
In the database, not all failures are from mains and some of them come from service pipes. 
So the failures from service pipes have been excluded from this project. After these 
selections, there are 264 failures left from the total 1580 failures.  
 
Link Failures with Pipes 
 
The failures in Stockholm Water Company have no links with pipes, in another word; it is 
uncertain that which failure is from which pipe, because they are recorded as separated files 
as explained before. But it is very important to build up this link for PHM Model. Join function 
in GIS has been selected to fulfil this task. But there was a dilemma. Should a pipe join to 
failure or a failure join to pipe? As an experiment, both of the two methods were tested in this 
project.  
 
Join failure to pipe 
 
Failure shape file and pipe shape file are both Input into ArcMap as layers. Then failure layer 
is joined to the pipe layer based on the spatial closest principle. It means a single failure will 
be join to a pipe, which is closest to this failure. As a result, failures were attached as extra 
features in attributer tables for pipe shape file. Total 4060 features included in this final table, 
and the number was equal to pipe number. Obviously, failure quantity was enlarged by the 
joined layer- pipe layer. How to explain this situation? One situation has been observed from 
picture Figure 5-11, which was cut from ArcMap window. 

 
The single failure (No.875) 
has been added into two 
pipes (581 and 1673) at the 
same time. This situation 
that one failure happened on 
two pipes at the same time is 
not so common in reality. 
Moreover there are many 
other similar examples. So 
one failure could be double 
used, triple added or even 
more times added to 
different pipes when the 
failure to pipe spatial 
locations are equal to one 
and another. This is the 
reason caused the scale-up 

                     of failures.  
 
Join Pipe to failure  
 

875
1673 

581

Figure 5-10 A Detailed picture for the spatial analysis
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Pipe layer is joined to the failure layer, based on the closest principle as well. The pipe 
information was attached at the end of the failure attributes table. A total 264 features left 
and this amount is equal to the original failure quantity. There are no duplicated failure 
situations in this experiment. But for some failures, they attached same pipe feature based 
on their spatial locations. In reality, the situation can be explained as that this single pipe was 
broken due to some reasons several times during a certain time period. There are more 
discussions on this topic in the following paragraphs. 
 
Correcting Failure date 
 
After all the steps have been done, two excel files were generated. Checking these two excel 
files, mistakes can still be found, for instance: 

1. Failure date is older than installation year. The possible reason is the old installation 
record has been replaced by rehabilitation date or replacing date, but the old failure date 
was still kept in database. Some observations have been done for correcting these 
mistakes. It is to check the nearby network information and try to find the correct 
installation year. The accuracy of this approach should be questioned due to lack of 
reality support.  
 
2. Two failures on one pipe have same failure date. One possibility is that one failure was 
recorded twice by mistake and another possible reason is that there are two failures 
happened in the same pipe and in the same day, because of the poor repair of the first 
failure. Based on a suggestion from CARE-W WP2 report, one of them has to be deleted.  
 
3. Installation is in the same year with rehabilitation. This seams not logical but it is 
possible. One reason is that the pipe was broken by other construction works during the 
installation year. Here the mistakes have been corrected by using the same method like 
the first item. 

 
PHM Input Files 
After all mistakes have been corrected, two csv files were generated from the Excel files. 
Print screen windows of these two files were attached here as Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12.  
Segment data file is Stockholm_sdf.csv and Maintenance data file is Stockholm_mdf.csv 
 

 
Figure 5-11: stoclholm_sdf.csv 
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Figure 5-12: Stockholm_mdf.csv 

 

5.2.3 New Variable Groups 

One step before running PHM is that one can change variable groups and make them more 
suitable for the project that one was doing. The following is the experiment with changing 
variable groups. The changed groups are diameter variable, length variable and material 
variable.  
 
Diameter 
 
Based on the statistics generated in Chapter 4, it has been found out that there are some 
correlations between material and diameter. (See Table 5-6) It is difficult to group them into 
classes, so diameter should better be defined as log variable.  
 
Table 5-6: Possible correlations between material and diameter 
Diameter <100 Copper or other material 
Diameter=100; or between 200 and 350 DCI or GCI 
Diameter between 110 and 140; diameter 160 PE 
Diameter 400 Steel and some PE 
Diameter > 500 Steel 

 
Length 
 
One of the major variable and always significant is studied as a quantitative variable. In this 
project, it is assigned as log of length.  
 
Material 
 
From the distribution graphic in Chapter 4, the majority material group is cast and grey iron, 
which is half of all material. Incorrect material group will cause, because of the insufficient 
number of individual pipes and failures. (Patrick Eisenbeis, 2004) Therefore the material 
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should be grouped into 2 classes. The first class should only contain Cast and Grey iron and 
the second one should contain the rest materials. 
 

5.2.4 Model run 

The experiment of PHM Model is not as fluent as running PI Tool. The experiment started 
from the end of November. After all the hard work with GIS analysis, data correcting, making 
input files and defining variables, the two files were inputted into PHM model and saved as 
Stockholm_survival. txt, which is a file format for PHM model.  
 
Unfortunately, due to many reasons, PHM model was unable to run in Stockholm Water 
Company. And the forecasting results from SINTEF that was based on data from Stockholm 
Water Company were not accessible. So this part of experiment failed.  
 
Although the forecast results were unable to reach by PHM Model, the predicted failure 
number and predicted failure rate were possible to reach by far based the author’s study on 
relevant document. They are two of the PHM Model results. In CARE-W P2 report, there is 
one paragraph cover the supportive theory. 
 
“…… From the end- user point of view, the Performance Indicator (PI) that summarizes 
these results in the most interesting way is the estimate of the expected number of failures 
per time and length units, generally expressed in km and year. This ratio is simply computed 
as the arithmetic mean of the above mentioned 1000 possible numbers of failures, divided by 
the length of the section in km and by the duration [tr- tb] in years. ……”  
 
These words show the same meaning like probability. Probability is defined as that the 
probability of an event is a measure of the chance that one event occurs. (SRS, 2000) One 
explanation can be defined as relative frequency. In another word; the relative frequency of 
an event is defined as the proportion of trials which result in this probability of this event. If 
the number of trials is large enough, the proportion of trials resulting in probability will be a 
good estimate of the true probability that this event will occur. However the real situation in 
this project is that the failure events, from year 1996 to 2000, are not sufficient enough for a 
good probability. So if we calculate the probability, how accurate can the results be? Based 
on this thought, the calculation of failure rates were using all failures from year 1988 to year 
2000, and they were grouped by material. 
 
Failure number from year 1988 to 2000 
 
The map showing ranks of these results is attached in Appendix H. The ranks of failures in 
Skärholmen network were re-classed into 3 classes. (See Figure 5-13)  
 

 
Figure 5-13: Reclassification of failure ranks 

 

Rank Failure Number 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 9 

Reclass
Rank Failure Number 
1 1 to 3 
2 3 to 5 
3 More than 5 
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Failure frequency 
 
Principle 
 
Predicted failure number- which is the number of failures the pipe experienced over a give 
time horizon.  
 
Predicted failure rate per year - Failure number/ (Length* year horizon) 
 
Here failures are calculated under each material group. Because if we assume other 
conditions are the same, for example length, diameter and so on, different material will 
contribute the most causing natural failure happening. 
 
Total length 
 
The installation history, recorded in VABAS, is from 1909 and there are some missed data, 
which are recorded as 0. In this experiment, we choose the time horizon from year 1910 to 
year 2000. (See Table 5-7) 5 material groups have been chosen and the rests have been 
neglected because of their small quantities.  
 
Table 5-7: Total Length Result for each material 
Material (Swedish) Material (English) Length (km)
Segjõrn (26) Ductile Iron 51.25 
GrÕjõrn, gjutjõrn (19) Grey Cast Iron 108.31 
Polyeten (PEH,PEM,PEL) (23) PE 8.90 
StÕlr÷r (27) Steel 20.19 
 
Total failures 
 
The failure records, chosen for this project in VABAS, start from 1988 to 2000. However 
there are some other rules when selecting failures, which is available in Swedish: 
Ledningsklass 1, 2 or 4, Problemkod 1 = UTL, Problemkod 1 = VFR och Problemkod 2 = 
UTL, OPA, RBR, FRÄ SPR. (See Table 5-8 and Table 5-9) 
 
Table 5-8: GIS SQL Expression 
One SQL Expression example in Table Select:  
"AR" <= 2000 AND "MATERIAL" = 'Gråjärn, gjutjärn (19)' AND ( "LEDNKLASS" = 1 OR 
"LEDNKLASS" = 2 OR "LEDNKLASS" = 4) AND ( "PROBKOD1" = 'UTL' OR ( "PROBKOD1" = 'VFR' 
AND ( "PROBKOD2" = 'UTL' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'FRÄ' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'RBR' OR "PROBKOD2" 
= 'OPA' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'SPR'))) 
 
Table 5-9: Failure Result 
Material (Swedish) Material (English) Failure
Segjõrn (26) Ductile Iron 30.00
GrÕjõrn, gjutjõrn (19) Grey Cast Iron 174.00
Polyeten (PEH,PEM,PEL) (23) PE 39.00
StÕlr÷r (27) Steel 5.00 
 
From these statistics, the rough failure rate for each material was calculated and results are 
presented and discussed in Chapter 6.  
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5.3 RelNet Model 

5.3.1 Theory Background 

The aim of RelNet model is to assess 
hydralic reliability of each junction, the 
total hydraulic reliability of the network 
and hydraulic critical index (HCI) for 
each pipe segment because reliability 
of water distribution network depends 
on reliability of network elements.  
 
This model is based on theory of 
reliability and uses Monte- Carlo 
methodology. Pipe sections are 
eliminated one by one from the 
network structure according to the 
failure rate of each pipe segment. (See 
Figure 5-14) 
 
The only input file for RelNet model is 
EPANET hydraulic model, which has 
been made by DHI consultant, which 
has been attached in Appendix I.  
 
 
 
 

 

5.3.2 Experiment 

The original EPANET model is a hydraulic model, which contains basic attributers for 
junctions and links, such as identification, length, diameter and so on. Before the EPANET 
model input into RelNet, EPANET should run successfully to test the quality of model. There 
is one thing that should be paid attention on. If the model run successfully, there are some 
attributers added into this EPANET model automatically (See Table 5-10) 
 
Table 5-10: Additional information created by EPANET 
Junction Demand, Head, Pressure and Trace 
Link Flow, Velocity, Unit Head loss, Friction Factor, Reaction Rate, Trace and 

Status 
 
If the hydraulic model is directly saved into INP file, then these attributors are attached inside 
the INP file. But they cause problems when running RelNet model, so they should be deleted 
from the INP file. Otherwise mistake appears during RelNet analysis.  
 
Run RelNet 
 
The experiment of running RelNet Model has been described as following. RelNet exams the 
network situation automatically, and then reports that the network is continuous. Then run the 

Data collection and processing 
(EPANET INP file) 

Hydralic analysis through EPANET 

Discarding of each pipe link (entity) 
one- by one 

Hydralic analysis through EPANET 

Statistical processing haydralic 
results 

HCI calculation for each pipe link 

n-step 

Figure5-14: Principle of RelNet Model 
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link processing. After the link processing finished without problems, RelNet will continue 
calculating Pressure processing and HCI processing.  
 
Then results will be output as three different files, one RelNet file, one EXCEL file and one 
log file. The printed screen window of this Excel file is given below as an example. (See 
Figure 5-15) 
 

 
Figure 5-15 RelNet HCI Result 

 
The results are discussed in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6 Results Assessment________________________ 
 

6.1 PI Results Assessment 

6.1.1 Results Filtering 

There are total 21 PIs have been successfully calculated from the experiment. Finally total 12 
PIs are chosen and listed below (See Table 6-1) and their graphs are attached as Appendix 
E, F and G. Through these results, utility managers can implement these PIs and analyse the 
evolution from one year to another, in order to compare targets and results or to compare 
themselves with others. They give decision makers chances to know better about their 
network conditions and know where they should put more efforts on. Meanwhile managers 
can compare these statistics with IWA PI standards. However most of the time, when they 
need to make a management decision, they have to analyse several PIs at the same time 
and find inner logical relationships among them. 
 
Table 6-1: PI results list 
Op15 
Op26 
Op26e 
Op27 
Op28  

Mains rehabilitation 
Mains failures 
Critical mains failures 
Service connection failures 
Hydrant failures  

Qs12 
Qs12a 
Qs22 
Qs23 
Qs25 
Qs26 
Qs26a  

Interruptions per connection 
Critical interruptions per connection 
Service complaints per connection 
Pressure complaints 
Water quality complaints 
Interruptions complaints 
Critical interruptions complaints 

 
Since it is a heavy task to describe all these calculated PIs, four of them have been selected 
again for further discussion. They are listed in Table 6-2. Graphs for each further discussed 
PIs are attached as smaller graphics below. Full size graphics are in Appendix E, F and G. 
 
Table 6-2: Further discussed PIs 
Op15 
Op26  

Mains rehabilitation 
Mains failures  

Qs23  
Qs26 

Pressure complaints 
Interruptions complaints 

6.1.2 PI Results Analysis 

Op15- Mains rehabilitation 
 
Concept: 100% * (Length of transmission and distribution mains rehabilitated during the year/ 
total length) 
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Figure 6-1: Time Series Graph Figure 6-2: DataSet Comparison Graph 

 
These two graphs are all giving the mains rehabilitation statistics for each year from year 
1996 to 2000. The light grey-green areas in both graphs are guidance range scales. 
Guidance range is a normal range for an event based on globe statistics support, but it has 
been pointed out in CARE-W WP1 report that the proposed guidance ranges do not 
correspond to the statistics of the test made. The sample is not sufficiently big and 
representative to provide valid values. (Helena Alegre, 2004) So it means that the guidance 
ranges can give advices and a general trend for every PI, but they are not standards.  
 
In this case the guidance range for mains rehabilitation limited from 1% to 2% each year. 
From these two graphs, they show that the rehabilitation rate in this area is below this 
guidance. The mains rehabilitation has the highest value in year 1999, but the value is still 
lower than the guidance. The blue cycle in Dataset Period Graph is the average value of 
rehabilitation rate for these 5 years, which is about 0.5%. This number is just reaching the 
half of the lowest guidance range line. One reason is that the mains rehabilitated are quite 
below the global level due to a good network quality. Better explanations should be based on 
consideration according to failure information and maintenance investment.  
 
Op26- Mains failures 
 
Concept: 100*(Number of mains failures during the year, including failures of pipes, valves, 
fittings and service connection insertion point failures/ total mains length) 
 

 
Figure 6-3 Time Series Graph Figure 6-4: DataSet Comparison Graph 
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The guidance range for mains failures is from 0 to 30 per 100km per year. The results from 
PI Tool in year 1996, 1997, 1998 and 2000 are within this range, but reached a high level. 
But the mains failures in year 1999 are over this range and reach 42/100km/year. The 
average for these five years is 28/100km/year in DataSet Comparison Graph.  
 
Qs23- Pressure Complaints 
 
Concept: 100* (Number of pressure complaints during the year/ number of service 
connections)  
 

  
Figure 6-5 Time Series Graph                   Figure 6-6: DataSet Comparison Graph 

 
The guidance range asks the pressure complaints should be 0 %. In reality it is difficult or 
nearly impossible to achieve. The average value for pressure complaints is around 8% in 
Skärholmen area. And in year 1996, it reached 14.8 % and in year 1999, it lowed to 2.6 %. In 
Time Series Graph, obviously it has a trend to go down in general. 
 
Qs26- Interruptions complaints 
 
Concept: 100*(Number of complaints due to supply interruptions during the year/ number of 
service complaints during the year) 
 

 
Figure 6-7 Time Series Graph                      Figure 6-8: DataSet Comparison Graph 

 
The guidance range for this PI is still 0 %. In Skärholmen area, it has an average of 4.5%. It 
has a trend to go up in these 5 years. In year 1996, the interruptions complaints were 0% but 
it reached 10% in year 2000.  
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Performance Indicators provide suggestions to utility managers, but till now they can not be 
used as decision tools. Techniques for an integrated interpretation are still missing. (COST, 
2003) For example, if one wants to improve its strategy according to water losses, elements, 
like water loss, mains failures, and rehabilitation and maintenance investments should be 
considered together. Professionals, who have long and profound experience in water 
industry, are still more important for interpretation from these scientific statistics. Technology 
is the one to support a better decision, but it can not replace experience. Based on European 
Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical Research report in year 2003, 
researchers still believe that there is a knowledge gap between the current know- how and 
en effective global assessment of areas of activity involving several- sometimes conflicting- 
viewpoints.  
 

6.2 PHM Results Assessment 
 
As what have been described in Chapter 5, unfortunately, PHM Model didn’t run successfully 
in Stockholm due to multi-reasons. And the results that generated in SINTEF based on 
Stockholm data are not accessible. However some backup works have been down in 
Chapter 5. The results include current failures and predicted failure rates for 4 materials, but 
they are results only from GIS analysis. The rest materials were not been grouped due to 
their small quantities, which are not large enough to support the reliable results in this 
network. 
 
The results are presented in Table 6-3 and graphed in Graph 6-1.  
 
Table 6-3: Failure rate by material group 
Material (Swedish) Material (English) Frequency (No./km.yr) 
Segjõrn (26) Ductile Iron 0.05
GrÕjõrn, gjutjõrn (19) Grey Cast Iron 0.12
Polyeten (PEH,PEM,PEL) (23) PE 0.34
StÕlr÷r (27) Steel 0.02
 
Graph 6-1: Failure rate graph 
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Certainly, failure rate for pipe segment is affected by several reasons, which has been 
mentioned in Chapter 2 in detail. The reason why material is used here as the only limitation 
for grouping different failure rate is that material is a more important reason for natural 
failures when compared with other pipe physical elements, for example, length, diameter and 
so on. And also as it has been mentioned before, other conditions, which have effects on 
pipe failures have been assumed same with each other, like in a lab environment. Moreover 
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Figure 6-9 shows evidence figure from Chlorine Chemistry Council. (CCC, 2005) Material is 
the most common course of main failures. 

 
But it is difficult to find standards or strong 
evidences to support the accuracy of these 
results. However many statistics can be 
found according to Cast grey iron and ductile 
iron. For instance, according to a recent 
survey conducted by the Canadian National 
Research Council, cast iron pipes are 
rupturing at a rate of 35.9 breaks for every 
100 kilometres of pipe in service. And newer 
ductile iron pipes are averaging about 9.5 
breaks per 100 kilometres. These numbers 
are significant because they translate into 
over 200,000 breaks every year in the U.S. 
and Canada. (CCC, 2005) And in another 
CARE-W survey presented from Lyon, 
France, failure rate on Cast grey iron is 
around 0.085/km/yr; failure rate on ductile 
iron is around 0.01/km/yr; and those on steel 

is around 0.042/km/yr. (Marcella Volta, 2004) From these statistics, similar trends like the 
failure rate graphic generated from this experiment can be found.  
 
Many researchers and institutes have been carrying out studies on factors, which have 
effects on network failures. Some logical links among these factors have been found and 
some have been proved very difficult to limit, such as the logical trend for pipe ages that 
have been mentioned in Chapter 2. However after the relations among these synthetical 
factors are determined, and “weights” and mathematical methods can be joined into, a GIS 
model can be achieved in the future. (These are some thoughts after finish the project, not 
really related with the project.)  

6.3 RelNet Results Assessment 
 
The whole analysis was about 2 hours. Because RelNet discards each pipe segment one by 
one, there will be one nearly 2000 kb file generated during processing for each pipe segment. 
The whole PC disk spaces needed for this analysis were around 9 G-byte. The analysis 
process was fluent and the HCI results for all pipes are nearly zero. Only several pipes have 
relevant higher results, which are listed in Table 6-4. The rest HCL values are all below 0.019. 
The values in red are 10 highest HCI in this network, which is required by Stockholm Water 
Company. 
 
Higher HCI values mean a higher impact of the discarded link on the total network reliability. 
HCI= 1 means no demand is satisfied in all nodes of the network and the more HCI value 
close to 0, the more demand is satisfied at the required pressure. If HCI=0, the demand is 
fully satisfied. So the results show that the network is under a good condition.  
 
Present Results on GIS Platform- Problems 
 
A column named “rank” has been added into this table. It shows the intention to link results 
back to GIS platform. But there are two obstacles when facing this task.  
 
Table 6-4: Higher HCI pipe segments and 10 highest values 
 

 

Figure 6-9: Common courses of main failures 
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Link ID HCI Rank Link ID HCI Rank Link ID HCI Rank 
88 0.043993 2 1536 0.0443 2 3293 0.03012 2 
182 0.030317 2 1700 0.03745 2 3326 0.03741 2 
195 0.0302 2 1935 0.03644 2 3381 0.04415 2 
204 0.01908 1 2097 0.03675 2 3427 0.01939 1 
448 0.036671 2 2484 0.0302 2 3664 0.0283 1 
Link ID HCI Rank Link ID HCI Rank Link ID HCI Rank 
664 0.028805 1 2516 0.01951     1 3768 0.01989 1 
828 0.030626 2 2612 0.03024 2 3835 0.03051 2 
1053 0.030239 2 2664 0.04426 2 3871 0.04461 2 
1101 0.044303 2 2677 0.04407 2 4225 0.04465 2 
1274 0.043877 2 3033 0.02629 1 4279 0.02524 1 
1508 0.036554 2 3186 0.03028 2 4449 0.04574 2 

 
One obstacle is that the identification in RelNet and the identification in EPANET file for a 
single pipe are changed automatically. This problem has not been solved yet. 
 
Another obstacle exists in the experiment period. As it has been described, EPANET does 
not have the function to transfer GIS shape file directly into INP file, so hydraulic software 
MikeNet has been used to achieve this. DHI consultant in Sweden was responsible for 
making this INP file, which is attached as Appendix I.  
 
Some problems are presented below among these model transfer processes. 
 
In ArcMap file, there are total 4061 pipes, but there are total 4797 pipes in EPANET model. 
The reason is that EPANET presents the reality with junctions and pipes in one layer. But in 
ArcMap, the junctions and pipes are stored separately in two shape files. So the locations of 
junctions or pipes are corrected but they didn’t show the real relationships between junctions 
and pipes. We can see from an observation according to No. 135 pipe. (See Figure 6-10 and 
Figure 6-11) 
 

       
Figure 6-10: No.135 pipe in ArcMap              Figure 6-11: No. 135 pipe in EPANET 
 
As one can see that No. 135 pipe is suited as a single line and the connecting point with pipe 
3456 has no definition in this pipe shape file. But in EPANET, this pipe 135 was divided into 
two portions (No. 4623 and No. 4624). They and another pipe (No. 927) are connected by 
junction No. 1856. The later situation is the reality.  
 
But a link between these two models is needed for data presenting on GIS platform. Many 
methods have been tried in this step, for instance GIS spatial analysis tool Merge, Join, 
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Identify and others. Only Merge can be used to build up a link between these two, but the link 
is too weak and inefficient. And they involved GIS, AutoCAD and EPANET model, which is 
quite complicated. The process is not described here because the result indeed is not good 
enough for data feedback. These problems make the wish to link RelNet results back to GIS  
platform sames hopeless till now.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Recommendation_____________ 

7.1 Conclusion 
 
The thesis work carried to this stage should be largely attributed to the comprehensive 
Geodatabase in Stockholm Water Company. The pool includes features with attributes, 
which are far beyond the requirements of this project’s targets. This starting point made this 
project much easier to fulfill. However, 5 months are too limited to plan and totally organize 
such a project. Especially most of the data processing and analysis works explained in this 
thesis are only depending on the author. After finish the experiment and look back, there are 
many shortages and overlooked mistakes in this past experiment, which due to carelessness 
and lack of planning when the project was ongoing. Anyway except for operator’s knowledge 
limitation, there are some conclusions have been drawn here for recording or providing a 
rough guidance for further studies according to this topic.  

7.1.1 GeoDatabase 

Undoubtedly, the geodatabase in Stockholm Water Company is a huge pool for data storage. 
It is capable enough for fulfilling more complicated GIS analysis tasks. But this valuable pool 
has not been developed. If just considering what the project has been using. There are some 
shortages inside this geodatabase. One of the major problems is there is no relationship 
among junctions and pipes. They stored separately as two shape files. In reality, these 
junctions and pipes have great links with each other as we have introduced in Chapter 2.  
 
Another problem is the missing data and wrong installation date records. These problems are 
hard to solve. Sometimes problems came because pipes were built up too long ago, and 
sometimes problems came from record files loss or mistakes with data recorded. There are 
seldom records left from many years ago when cities were built at the beginning. Even there 
were historical records, some of them are hard to preserve, especially when these records 
were written in papers. Along with the extensions and developing of cities, many pipe failures 
happened, which were rehabilitated or replaced, but sometimes construction workers 
replaced the old dates by using the new ones. All of these lead to original installation date 
missing with no trace to follow. 
 

7.1.2 CARE-W 

Tools for this project were run separately without using CARE-W prototype. Here only PI tool 
(for performance indicators), PHM Model (for failure forecasting model) and RelNet Model 
(for network reliability test) were experienced. In general, each tool needs large quantity of 
data and labor work to prepare input files for CARE-W tools, especially PHM Model. The 
preparation of input data occupied almost 80% work for this whole project. And users should 
hold the full responsibility with the data preparation and quality control.  
 
A successful software developer should not only consider the technology inside, but also 
should try to build up a user friendly interface, which is easy for operation and control. 
Software is to release people from heavy and sometimes fussy works, so software operators 
will not be patient enough when they face software, which is difficult for use. Sometimes 
repulsive feelings will come up, especially when operators face a rather sensitive tool. User 
guidance and automatically file saving are important as well because there are no 
guarantees that all users can be good at any software at the beginning.  
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PI Tool provides users convenience to calculate International Water Association 
Performance Indicators by inputting necessary information. It helps utility managers to have 
a better control on their network conditions. After know the reality, decision makers will have 
a better view with problems and where they should put more efforts on. Moreover, using GIS 
efficiently and correctly, PIs can be calculated nearly 100%.  
 
PHM Model has very interesting idea according to failure forecasting for network 
rehabilitation but it needs too many manual adjusts for preparing input data. It is a sensitive 
tool. The requirement for input data quality and format are quite strict. Moreover, PHM Model, 
like other CARE-W tools, has no quality control for Input data, so it is the user’s task to 
ensure the accuracy and everything. There are bug problems in PHM Model. So conclusion 
from Stockholm experience is that PHM Model is not stabile enough software at this moment.  
 
RelNet Model is also a convenient calculation tool for engineer, which combines EPANET 
hydraulic model and Excel for HCI calculation. However since EPANET is more for education 
and it has no direct links with either CARE-W or GIS, the software developers might consider 
to use others. Meanwhile the identification changing automatically is a problem needs to pay 
attention on.  
 
Required by Stockholm Water Company, a graph showing the difficult level about different 
tools, used in this project, is presented below: 
 
Graph 7-1: Tool assessment 
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All information and opinions above are based on personal experience during this period.  

7.1.3 Shärholmen Water Network 

Based on all information from GIS analysis and CARE-W assessment, utility managers have 
an overview about this water network.  

7.2 Recommendation 
 
From the conclusion, it has been mentioned that Stockholm Water Company has a profound 
geodatabase, which is waiting for developing. Geographic Information System is capable 
enough to build a reasonable management planning and rehabilitation planning for urban 
water distribution networks. Although there are still many obstacles when facing innovation, 
many researchers have found that most water industry companies are not so open to accept 
new approaches, analysis tools, and software. And most engineers have been satisfied with 
the current software that has been well established in their management processes. The 
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software testing is only a small portion. There are many things that need to study for a real 
spread of the new system. 
 
CARE-W is an advanced toolkit, which is no doubt. It provides a new thought on how to 
approach a better planning for network management and rehabilitation. Each tool in this 
package has its own advantages and also some bugs and shortages. However it takes time 
for a new technology to develop totally. A better cooperation with software developers is very 
important as well, and some training is necessary for using CARE-W in water companies as 
well.  
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______________________________________Appendix A 
 

1. Skärholmen geographic background and reservoir and pump stations location map 

 
 
2. Water network map (5a) 
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3. Fire hydrant map (6a) 

 
 
4. Failures map (7a) 
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5. Company map (8a) 

 
 
6. Service lines map (9a) 
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7. Traffic map (10a) 

 
 
8. Valves map (11a) 
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_____________________________________Appendix B-1 
 
1. Diameter Distribution map 

 
 
2. Material Distribution map 
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3. Installation Year Distribution map 
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_____________________________________Appendix B-2  
 
The following paragraphs are abstracted from Projekteringsanvisningar för Va-ledningar, 
2006, Stockholm. They provide an explanation of the interrelationship between Material 
distribution graph and Installation Year Distribution graph.  
 
- ”Ledningarna i distributionsnätet är fram till slutet av 1960-talet byggda av gråjärn med 
blydiktade skarvar. Som korrosionsskydd var ledningarna både in- och utvändigt bestrukna 
med asfalt. Från början av 1970- talet byggdes ledningarna i segjärn av typ Tyton med 
gummiringsfog. Rören är endast dragsäkra där de blivit förankrade. Dessa rör är 
korrosionsskyddade invändigt med asfalts- eller cementbruksisolering och utvändigt med 
någon av tunn bitumenbeläggning.  
 
Från mitten av 1980- talet och framåt VRS-rör med dragsäkra VRS- kopplingar. Dessa är 
invändigt isolerade med cementbruk och utvändigt med zink- och polyuretan. Beläggning 
med ett tjockare skikt zink och utvändigt cementbruk (ZM) infördes i slutet av 1990-talet. 
Ytterligare dragsäkert system som numera används är Novo-Sit.  
 
PE- rör började läggas i distributionsnätet från mitten av 1980- talet, till en början med 
mekaniska kopplingar och från början av 1990- talet stum- eller elektrosvetsade. PE- rör har i 
stor utsträckning använts i samband med infodring av gråjärnsledningar med hjälp av 
rörspräckning. Rörspräckning började användas i slutet på 1980- talet. 
 
PVC- rör har i liten omfattning lagts från 1960- talet till 1980- talet. Dessa är inte dragsäkra. 
Eternitrör har också lagts i liten omfattning fast under 1950- talet. Eternitrör som innehåller 
asbest är fogade på samma sätt som dagens GAP- rör med en utvändig koppling. 
Återstående eternitrör byts ut vid driftstörningar.” 
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______________________________________Appendix C 
 

VABAS PROBLEM CODE 
 

Nr Code Explaination Pipe System Family 
1. DRI DRIFTPROBLEM Vatten DRI 
2. EJV Utan vatten Vatten DRI 
3. EST Eftersatt skötsel/tillsyn Vatten DRI 
4. FAS Fastrostat Vatten DRI 
5. FRY Frusen vattenledning Vatten DRI 
6. FSÖ Fel stängd/öppen ventil Vatten DRI 
7. FTJ Frysning/tjäle Vatten DRI 
8. IGM Igensatt vattenmätare Vatten DRI 
9. JOB Eget arbete Vatten DRI 
10. KÖV Källaröversvämning Vatten DRI 
11. ONM Onormal mätarställning Vatten DRI 
12. PÅB Hårda beläggningar Vatten DRI 
13. SED Slamavsättn/sediment Vatten DRI 
14. UTF Utfällning Vatten DRI 
15. UTL Vattenläcka Vatten DRI 
16. VFR Vattenframträngning Vatten DRI 
17. DVK DÅLIG VATTENKVALITET Vatten DVK 
18. BAK Anm. mikrobiolog. prov Vatten DVK 
19. DVF Färgat/grumligt vatten Vatten DVK 
20. DVS Dålig smak/lukt Vatten DVK 
21. FYK Anmärkn. kemiskt prov Vatten DVK 
22. FAN FEL PÅ ANORDNING Vatten FAN 
23. DIS Distansmarkering saknas Vatten FAN 
24. FAV Fel på avstängningsanord Vatten FAN 
25. FBE Fel på betäckning Vatten FAN 
26. FBP Fel på brandpost Vatten FAN 
27. FLU Fel på luftningsventil Vatten FAN 
28. FPA Fel på armatur Vatten FAN 
29. FTÖ Fel på tömningsventil Vatten FAN 
30. OPA Otät packning Vatten FAN 
31. ÖFV Överasfalterad ventil mm Vatten FAN 
32. DKA Dålig kapacitet Vatten HYP 
33. HYP HYDRAULISKA PROBLEM Vatten HYP 
34. DOM Dålig omsättning Vatten HYP 
35. DTR Dåligt tryck Vatten HYP 
36. STR Trång sektion/strypning Vatten HYP 
37. TRY Tryckslag Vatten HYP 
38. KON KONDITIONSPROBLEM Vatten KON 
39. AMI Inre korrosion Vatten KON 
40. AMU Yttre korrosion Vatten KON 
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Nr Code Explaination Pipe System Family 
41. DEF Deformation Vatten KON 
42. FOF Fogfel Vatten KON 
43. FRÄ Frätskada Vatten KON 
44. HÅL Hål påledn. Punktkorrosio Vatten KON 
45. KDE Krossar/Deformerat rör Vatten KON 
46. KOP Trasig koppling Vatten KON 
47. KRO Krossat rör Vatten KON 
48. MAT Materialfel Vatten KON 
49. OLE Otäta ledningar Vatten KON 
50. PAJ Söndergrävning Vatten KON 
51. RBR Rörbrott Vatten KON 
52. SAT Sättningar Vatten KON 
53. SKR Skört rör Vatten KON 
54. SPR Spricka Vatten KON 
55. YTA Ytskada Vatten KON 
56. TRS PROBLEM I TRYCKSTEGR.STN Vatten TRS 
57. ARB Dålig arbetsmiljö Vatten TRS 
58. AUT Probl med pumpautomatik Vatten TRS 
59. DPK Dålig pumpkapacitet Vatten TRS 
60. ELU Probl med el-utrustning Vatten TRS 
61. MAS Probl med maskinutrustn. Vatten TRS 
62. PUS Pumpstopp Vatten TRS 
63. SYS Dåligt rörsystem Vatten TRS 
64. ÖPR ÖVRIGT PROBLEM Vatten ÖPR 
65. INF Internt fel Vatten ÖPR 
66. OFE Okänd feltyp Vatten ÖPR 
67. OOR Okänd orsak Vatten ÖPR 
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_____________________________________Appendix D-1 
 
C6: Main Length  
Definition: Total transmission and distribution mains length (service connections not included). 
Result: the total main length is 221,290. 892 meter 
 
C31: Hydrants 
Definition: Total number of hydrants of all types installed in transmission and distribution system. 
Results: total numbers of hydrants are 1460. 
 
C32: Number of service connections 
Definition: Total number of service connections. 
Results: total numbers of service connections are 8225. 
 
C32a: Number of sensitive service connections 
Definition: Total number of sensitive service connections, related with special consumer strongly dependent 
from the water supply (hospitals, schools, etc.) Sensitive service connections can be defined as connections 
where serious human consequences may occur due to supply interruptions (for example hospitals, dialysis 
patients, etc). 
Results: total numbers of service connections in sensitive areas are 848. 
Plus: sensitive service connection map see Appendix D-2 
 
C6a: Main length in sensitive areas 
Definition: Total transmission and distribution mains length (service connections not included). Sensitive 
areas can be defined as urban zones where serious human consequences (for example hospitals, dialysis 
patients, etc), severe damages (landslide, flooding) or severe disturbances (traffic interruptions) may occur 
due to water main bursts. 
Results: the total main length in sensitive areas is 40138.9 m. 
Plus: sensitive mains map see Appendix D-2 
 
C30: Isolating valves 
Definition: Total number of isolating valves of all types installed in transmission and distribution system 
mains. 
Expression: "VTYP" <> 'Luftklocka' OR "VTYP" <> 'Luftventil' OR "VTYP" <> 'Okänd' OR "VTYP" <> 
'Servisventil, liten' 
 
Results: Total numbers of isolating valves are 7217. 
Plus: isolating valves map see Appendix D-2 
 
D25: Mains failures 
Definition: Number of mains failures during the year, including failures of valves and fittings. 
As it has been introduced as above, all the failure information from several years accumulation 
have been stored and clearly categorised inside VABA database. The list of these categories is 
attached in Appendix C. The following categories have been picked up as mains failures: EJV, 
FRY, FSÖ, PÅB, SED, UTF, UTL, VFR in DRI group; FLU, FTÖ, OPA, ÖFV in FAN group, KON 
and JOB in DRI group. All the failures are grouped by each year from 1996 to 2000.  
                                       
* Example expression in ‘Select’:  
"AR" = 2000 AND (("PROBKOD1" = 'EJV' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'FRY' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'FSÖ' OR 
"PROBKOD1" = 'PÅB' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'SED' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'UTF' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'UTL' OR 
"PROBKOD1" = 'VFR' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'FLU' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'FTÖ' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'OPA' OR 
"PROBKOD1" = 'ÖFV' OR "PROBKOD1" = 'JOB') OR ("PROBKOD2" = 'EJV' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'FRY' OR 
"PROBKOD2" = 'FSÖ' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'PÅB' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'SED' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'UTF' OR 
"PROBKOD2" = 'UTL' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'VFR' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'FLU' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'FTÖ' OR 
"PROBKOD2" = 'OPA' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'ÖFV' OR "PROBKOD2" = 'JOB')) 
 
Result: 
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
28 42 20 26 22 
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D25f:Critical mains failures 
Definition: Number of service connections failures that occur in the insertion point of the service connection 
during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘ Select’ is the same with D25 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
11 18 7 10 10 

 
D26: Service connection insertion point failures 
Definition: Number of service connections failures during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
 "AR" = 1998 AND ((PROBKOD1 = 'JOB') OR (PROBKOD2 = 'JOB')) 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
0 1 4 4 3 

 
D27: Hydrant failures 
Definition: Number of hydrant failures during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
"AR" = 1998 AND ((PROBKOD1 = ’FBP') OR (PROBKOD2 = ’FBP')) 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
0 1 2 1 1 

 
D33: Service interruption 
Definition: Total number of service interruptions. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
AR = 2000 AND LEDNKLASS <> 3 AND ((PROBKOD1 = 'EJV' OR PROBKOD1 = 'FRY' OR PROBKOD1 = 
'FSÖ' OR PROBKOD1 = 'IGM' OR PROBKOD1 = 'UTL' OR PROBKOD1 = 'VFR' OR PROBKOD1 = 'PAJ') 
OR (PROBKOD2 = 'EJV' OR PROBKOD2 = 'FRY' OR PROBKOD2 = 'FSÖ' OR PROBKOD2 = 'IGM' OR 
PROBKOD2 = 'UTL' OR PROBKOD2 = 'VFR' OR PROBKOD2 = 'PAJ' OR PROBKOD2 = 'RBR' )) 
  
 
Results:  

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
38 47 33 70 44 

 
F12: Pressure customer complaints 
Definition: Number of pressure complaints during the year.   
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
 (PROBKOD1 = 'DTR' OR PROBKOD1 = 'IGM') AND AR = 2000 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
15 8 7 3 5 

 
D33a: Critical interruption 
Definition: Total number of supply interruptions to sensitive service connections during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’ is the same with D32 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
9 14 6 10 6 
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F11: Service customer complaints 
Definition: Number of direct, telephone, and written complaints of quality of service during the year.   
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
(PROBKOD1 = 'EJV' OR PROBKOD1 = 'IGM' OR PROBKOD1 = 'KÖV' OR PROBKOD1 = 'UTL' OR 
PROBKOD1 = 'VFR' OR PROBKOD1 = 'DVF' OR PROBKOD1 = 'DVS' OR  PROBKOD1 = 'DTR' OR 
PROBKOD1 = 'DVK' ) AND AR = 2000 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
102 109 74 119 91 

 
F14: Water quality customer complaints 
Definition: Number of water quality complaints during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
"AR" = 2000 AND(( PROBKOD1 = 'BAK' OR PROBKOD1 = 'DVF' OR PROBKOD1 = 'DVS' OR 
PROBKOD1 = 'FYK') OR ( PROBKOD2 = 'BAK' OR PROBKOD2 = 'DVF' OR PROBKOD2 = 'DVS' OR 
PROBKOD2 = 'FYK' )) 
 
Results:  
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
43 46 31 27 28 

 
F15a: Customer complains on critical interruptions 
Definition: Number of complaints due to supply interruptions in critical areas during the year.   
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
 (PROBKOD1 = 'EJV') AND AR = 2000 
 
 
Results:  
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
0 0 0 1 0 

 
F15: Customer complains on interruptions 
Definition: Number of customer complaints due to supply interruptions during the year. 
* Example expression in ‘Select’: 
 (PROBKOD1 = 'EJV') AND AR = 2000 
 
Results: 
 
 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
0 0 4 10 9 

 
D18: Mains rehabilitated during the year 
Definition: Length of transmission and distribution mains rehabilitated during the year. 
Results:  
 
 
Plus: Mains Rehabilitated map see Appendix D-2 

Year 1996 Year 1997 Year 1998 Year 1999 Year 2000 
44.90 m 267.55 m 1349.93 m 2165.94 m 1288.28 m 

 

D30: Delivery points with adequate pressure 
Definition: Number of delivery points that receive and are likely to receive pressure equal to or above the 
guaranteed or declared target level at the peak demand hour (but not when demand is abnormal). 
 
Results: Delivery points with adequate pressure are 8225. 
In water distribution system design process, each point of service will be technique designed 
with adequate pressure to satisfy customer. So we consider the delivery points with adequate 
pressure is the total number of service points. 
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_____________________________________Appendix D-2 
 
1. Sensitive service connections map 

 
 
2. Sensitive Mains Map 
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3. Isolating Valves map 

 
 
4. Mains failures map 
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5. Mains Rehabilitated map 
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______________________________________Appendix E 
 

Time Series Graph 
 
1. Op15: Mains rehabilitation 

 
2. Op26: Mains failures 
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3. Op27: Service connection failures 

 
 
4. Op28: Hydrant failures 
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5. Qs12: Interruptions per connection 

 
 
6. Qs12a: Critical interruptions per connection 
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7. Qs22: Service complaints per connection 

 
 
 
8. Qs23: Pressure complaints 
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9. Qs25: Water quality complaints 

 
 
 
10. Qs26: Interruptions complaints 
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11. Qs26a: Critical interruptions complaints 
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______________________________________Appendix F 
 

DataSet Comparison Graph 
 
1. Op15: Mains rehabilitation 

 
2. Op26: Mains failures 
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3. Op27: Service connection failures 

 
 
4. Op28: Hydrant failures 
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5. Qs12: Interruptions per connection 

 
 
 
6. Qs12a: Critical interruptions per connection 
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7. Qs22: Service complaints per connection 

 
 
 
8. Qs23: Pressure complaints 
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9. Qs25: Water quality complaints 

 
 
 
10. Qs26: Interruptions complaints 
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11. Qs26a: Critical interruptions complaints 
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______________________________________Appendix G 
 

PI comparison graph 
 
1. Op group in year 1996 

 
2. Qs group in year 1996 
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1. Op group in year 1997 

 
2. Qs group in year 1997 
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1. Op group in year 1998 

 
2. Qs group in year 1998 
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1. Op group in year 1999 

 
2. Qs group in year 1999 
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1. Op group in year 2000 

 
2. Qs group in year 2000 
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______________________________________Appendix H 
 
Ranking map of failures 
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______________________________________Appendix I 
 
EPANET INP file 

 
 
 
 
 



Reports in Geographic Information Technology  - 2006 
 
The TRITA-GIT Series - ISSN 1653-5227  
Master’s of Science Thesis in Geodesy and Geoinformatics 
 
 
06-001 Uliana Danila. Corrective surface for GPS-levelling in Moldova. Master of Science thesis in geodesy No. 

3089. Supervisor: Lars Sjöberg. TRITA-GIT EX 06-001. January 2006. 
 
06-002 Ingemar Lewén. Use of gyrotheodolite in underground control network. Master of Science thesis in 

geodesy No. 3090. Supervisor: Erick Asenjo. TRITA-GIT EX 06-002. January 2006. 
 
06-003 Johan Tornberg. Felfortplantningsanalys i GIS-projekt genom Monte Carlo-simulering. Master of 

Science thesis in geoinformatics. Supervisor: Mats Dunkars. TRITA-GIT EX 06-003. February 2006. 
 
06-004 Constantin-Octavian Andrei. 3D affine coordinate transformations. Master of Science thesis in 

geodesy No. 3091. Supervisor: Huaan Fan. TRITA-GIT EX 06-004. March 2006. 
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